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INTRODUCTION
These comments are submitted in response to the Federal
Trade Commission Proposal to Rescind FTC Guidance Concerning
Cigarette Test Method (the "Proposal").
(July 14, 2008).

73 Fed. Reg. 40350

For the reasons stated in these comments, the

Proposal should not be adopted.

The current guidance provides

regulatory clarity, historical continuity and a level playing
field.

The FTC should not alter the current guidance unless

solid evidence is developed to show that consumers are misled by
the FTC tar and nicotine measurements and there is a better test
method available.
While the current FTC method is imperfect, there is no
technical or scientific basis, or new data, to support
rescission of the FTC's longstanding guidance.

Nor is there

persuasive evidence that consumers are confused or misled by
tar/nicotine disclosures calculated by the current method.
Further, the Proposal would create ambiguity concerning the
FTC's longstanding guidance and raise a number of difficult
compliance and enforcement issues.
The current FTC Test Method has been in use for over 40
years, and it is employed throughout the world. The European
Commission (EC) , for example, recently assessed existing smoking
regimes and decided to continue to require the ISO/FTC method in
the absence of evidence to support a better method.
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In 1998,

the Commission asked the Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) to conduct a review of the FTC test method and to provide
recommendations as to whether the testing system should be
retained or modified.
like the EC,

The current Proposal acknowledges that,

~representatives

from agencies within DHHS are

continuing to look into these issues."
Both the tobacco industry and the Commission have long
recognized that the current test method does not, and is not
intended to, replicate actual human smoking behavior.

Rather,

the FTC testing regime is intended to provide a uniform,
standardized basis for comparing cigarette brands.

It also

assures historical continuity of tar/nicotine data and promotes
international standardization.
The Commission states that it is concerned that

~the

current test method may be misleading to individual consumers
who rely on the ratings it produces as indicators of the amount
of tar and nicotine they actually will get from their
cigarettes . .

"

Yet, the Commission cites no consumer research

to support this concern.

Nor does the Commission address

whether the Proposal would negatively impact consumers who are
not misled and who have properly relied upon the test data for
decades.

To the extent that some smokers may,

in fact, believe

that the numbers produced by the current test method represent
actual intake, any such misimpression can be corrected by a
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legend stating that how much tar and nicotine a smoker gets
depends on how intensely the cigarette is smoked. This is
clearly preferable to abandoning the current test method and
wrestling with the regulatory confusion that would follow in the
absence of an acceptable replacement.
The FTC Proposal is therefore unjustified and premature.
There is no reason for abandoning the FTC method prior to
development of a superior method.

To do so would create

regulatory uncertainty, encourage use of inconsistent test
methods, and raise difficult enforcement and compliance issues
that are not addressed in the Proposal.

THE FTC TEST METHOD
In 1959, the FTC negotiated an agreement with the cigarette
industry banning tar and nicotine advertising on the ground that
tar and nicotine yield disclosures were inherently deceptive. 1
Subsequently, based on growing scientific evidence and the
enactment of Federal legislation requiring the Surgeon General's
warning, the FTC determined that it was in the consumers'
interest to have information regarding tar and nicotine yields.'
The FTC then reversed its position and allowed tar and nicotine
1

Trade Regulation Reporter ~785351 at 11,730 (CCH 1998).

, Letter from FTC Chairman Dixon to Warren Magnuson, Chairman
Senate Committee on Commerce (April 11, 1966).
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yield disclosures in cigarette advertising sUbject to specific
conditions.

In March 1996, the FTC sent letters to each of the

cigarette manufacturers explaining that a factual statement of
the tar and nicotine content (expressed in milligrams) of the
mainstream smoke from a cigarette would not violate the FTC Act

provided the measurements are conducted in accordance with the
Cambridge Filter Menthol (FTC Method).3
In 1970, in lieu of a Trade Regulation Rule, the cigarette
manufacturers entered a voluntary agreement with the Commission
under which the companies are required to disclose in
advertising tar and nicotine values calculated by the FTC
Method.

Since then, the cigarette companies have faithfully

employed the FTC Method, consumers have relied upon tar/nicotine
values calculated by the FTC Method, and the Commission has
collected and published tar and nicotine yields based on the FTC
Method.

Moreover, the FTC has strictly policed the terms of the

agreement and ensured that the major tobacco companies'
cigarette advertisements are in compliance.
emphasized that the

~public

Indeed, the FTC has

interest requires that all test

results presented to the public be based on a uniform method"
because

3

~[u]se

of more than one testing method would . . . only

Trade Regulation Reporter ~39,012 at 41,603
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(CCH 1995).

serve to confuse or mislead the public."

(emphasis added)4

In 1997, the Commission published a proposal to revise its
methodology for determining tar and nicotine yields for
cigarettes.

(2 Fed. Reg. 48158, September 9, 1997).

It

proposed that the current test method be supplemented with a
second test method, conducted under more intense smoking
conditions, and that the tar and nicotine values under both
tests be included in cigarette advertising together with a
legend indicating that an individual smoker's actual tar and
nicotine intake depends on how a cigarette is smoked.
The major cigarette manufacturers, including Lorillard,
filed extensive comments and data in response to the FTC
proposal.

(Those comments are included in the Appendix).

They

took the position that the current test method should continue
to be used, that there was insufficient justification to require
a supplementary test method and that the manufacturers were
prepared to include in their advertising, together with the tar
and nicotine numbers, a legend stating that how much tar and
nicotine a smoker gets depends on how intensely the cigarette is
smoked.

The proposed legend was similar to information the FTC

has provided to consumers since 2000.
about Tar and Nicotine Ratings,"

"Up in Smoke, the Truth

FTC Consumer Alert, May 2000.

4 Press Release, FTC to Begin Cigarette Testing (Aug. 1, 1967).
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THE FTC METHOD IS NOT INTENDED TO REFLECT ACTUAL SMOKER INTAKE
Both the Commission and the cigarette manufacturers have
long recognized that the FTC Method, like any analytical
standardized test employing smoking machines, is not meant to
predict actual smoker intake and is incapable of doing so.
As early as August 1, 1967, for example, after completion

of trial tests, the Commission made clear that:
No test can precisely duplicate conditions of
actual human smoking and, within fairly wide
limits, no one method can be said to be either
'right' or 'wrong.'
The Commission considers
it most important that the test results be
based on a reasonable standardized method
. . that is readily understandable. s
Thirty years of history on the subject and numerous
statements on this point were reviewed and documented in the
cigarette manufacturers comments to the 1997 FTC proposal.
These comments showed that the Commission has consistently
recognized that the variability of human smoking conditions
render it impossible for any standardized test method to
accurately replicate actual smoking conditions, or reflect
"compensatory" smoking behavior.
Yet, in its current Proposal, the FTC states that "current
yields [derived from the FTC Method] tend to be relatively poor

S

FTC To Begin Cigarette Testing, FTC News Release, Aug. 1, 1967.
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predictions of tar and nicotine exposure" and "[g]iven the
serious limitations of the existing test method, the
Commission's rationale for the [Guidance] no longer appears
valid."

The fact that the current method may be a "relatively

poor predictor" of actual smoker intake is no secret.

It has

been pUblicized for decades and repeating it again now does not
justify the Proposal absent the availability of a superior test
method that assures standardization and facilitates cigarette
brand comparisons.
The Commission has not cited consumer research or other
empirical data to demonstrate that smokers are confused or
misled by the tar and nicotine values derived from the FTC
Method.

Nevertheless, as the Commission suggested in its 1997

proposal, and as the cigarette manufacturers have agreed, the
best means to address concerns that smokers believe FTC method
data represent actual smoker intake is to supplement tar and
nicotine numbers with a legend, stating that how much tar and
nicotine a smoker gets depends on how intensely the cigarette is
smoked.

The FTC has provided similar information to consumers

since 2000, "Up in Smoke, The Truth About Tar and Nicotine
Ratings", FTC Consumer Alert, May 2000 ("The amount of tar and
nicotine you get from your cigarettes depends on how you smoke
your cigarette.").

The same information has also been
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publicized for many years in multiple forms, particularly after
the publication in 2000 of NCI Monograph 13.
The Commission not only fails to advance any empirical
basis for its concern that consumers may be misled by the FTC
yields, it also fails to address the impact of the significant
publicity since 2000 and how it has raised consumer awareness
and influenced smoker decision making.

Simply put, the

Commission presents no support that consumers are misled by FTC
yield information or that the Proposal is a necessary and
appropriate means of addressing this concern.

ADOPTION OF THE PROPOSAL IS UNWARRANTED IN VIEW
OF THE ONGOING SEARCH FOR A SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE METHOD

In December 1994, the National Cancer Institute (NCI)
convened a conference to consider whether the FTC Method should
be revised.

Subsequently, on November 19, 1998, the FTC wrote a

letter to the Secretary of DHHS requesting that DHHS review the
FTC's cigarette testing method in light of the NCI findings that
the existing system did not accurately reflect actual human
smoking behavior.

The FTC asked DHHS to recommend whether the

system should be continued and, if so, what specific changes
should be made to the FTC testing methodology to correct the
limitations identified by the NCI.
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The HHS provided its initial response to the FTC in its
Monograph 13, issued in 2000.

Monograph 13 concluded that tar

and nicotine yields measured by the FTC Method do not offer
meaningful information to consumers, but the NCI did not
recommend an alternative test method or demonstrate that a
superior test method is available.

Rather, the NCI indicated

that it would continue to work with its sister agencies to
evaluate possible changes in the current test method.

As

acknowledged in the FTC Proposal, the agencies within HHS are
continuing to study this matter and, to date, they have not
proposed a better solution.
The FTC Method is widely used by cigarette manufacturers
and required by regulatory agencies throughout the world.

In

the European Union (EU) , the Tobacco Directive (DIRECTIVE
2001/37/EC) requires a declaration of tar, nicotine and carbon
monoxide yields on cigarette packages (Article 5(1»

measured in

accordance with ISO standards (Article 4(1»), that are derived
from and are virtually identical to the FTC Method.

Article 11

of the Tobacco Directive requires the European Commission (EC)
to report regularly to the European Parliament on the
application of the Directive.
In its initial report on the application of the Tobacco
Directive (July 27, 2005), the EC stated that,
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"The ISO measurement of yields is based on
smoking simulated by a machine. New evidence,
however, confirms that smokers adjust
inhalation with the yield. Hence, despite
lower nominal yields from cigarettes, there is
only limited evidence that this approach is
successful in reducing the toxic burden of a
smoker. As a result, the health community has
put the use of the ISO standards into
question. Although the ISO standards are
criticised, there is no international
agreement on alternatives. The Commission
does not propose to revise the current
standards set out in the Directive until solid
evidence shows that better methods exist to
replace them. The Commission will encourage
the scientific and technological development
in this area.
. . . As soon as more realistic
methodologies are internationally agreed the
Commission will consider how to adapt the
Directive.,,6
In its second and most recent report on application of the
Tobacco Directive, the EC observed that,
The Directive contains the possibility of
adapting the methods to scientific and
technical progress via the Tobacco Products
Regulatory Committee.
In April 2007, the
Commission consulted the Regulatory Committee
on the pros and cons of different existing
smoking regimes (ISO, Massachusetts, Canadian
intense, compensatory method). No definitive
conclusion was drawn, although Member States
widely wished to continue using the current
ISO smoking regime on an obligatory basis
until solid evidence shows that better methods
exist to replace them. 7

6

Report from the Commission to the European Parliament (July 27,
2005) , page 4 .

Report from the Commission to the European Parliament (Nov. 27,
2007) , page 4.

7
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Thus, in spite of wide recognition of the limitations of
the ISO/FTC method and intense search for possible alternatives,
neither the HHS nor the EC (nor any other authoritative body)
has been able to develop a superior test method.

The worldwide

search for a better test method is ongoing, and it would be
premature for the FTC to abandon its current method pending the
completion of these efforts.

In the meantime, the Commission

should continue to provide leadership and clear guidance to the
industry regarding the appropriate test method rather than
delegate this important matter to the vagaries of the
marketplace.
In addition, it is worth noting that the House of
Representatives recently passed legislation that would give the
Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA) comprehensive
regulatory authority over tobacco products (H.R. 1108, 110th
Congress), including authority to limit the tar and nicotine
content of cigarettes and to issue regulations requiring tar and
nicotine yield disclosures.

This legislation, if passed by

Congress and approved by the President, would require the FDA to
prescribe an acceptable nicotine test method.
Pending a recommendation by the HHS, or a requirement
imposed by FDA for an alternative test method, there is no
reason to rescind the current FTC guidance or to weaken the
legitimacy of the FTC method.
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ADOPTION OF THE PROPOSAL WOULD DEPRIVE
SMOKERS OF UNIFORM TAR AND NICOTINE DISCLOSURES
AND CREATE NEEDLESS REGULATORY UNCERTAINTY
As noted above and documented in the 1998 cigarette
industry comments to the FTC, the fundamental purpose of the FTC
guidance is to provide a standard, uniform basis for tar and
nicotine measurements and to facilitate brand style comparisons,
not to predict smoker exposure.

The FTC guidance has served

this purpose for over four decades.

Rescission of the FTC

guidance would weaken the legal foundation for the FTC test
method, thereby creating needless regulatory uncertainty and
introducing the potential for use and disclosure of multiple
inconsistent tar and nicotine measurement methods.

Continued

use of the current test method assures historical continuity of
the data and a consistent baseline for cigarette brand
comparisons.
Depending upon how the FTC regulates tar and nicotine
disclosures, and the use of descriptors,

following rescission of

its guidance, cigarette companies may be forced to alter their
current packaging and advertising, at considerable cost.
Moreover, additional changes could be required, and costs
incurred, if the current federal legislation is enacted.
Successive regulatory regimes of this kind are unwarranted and
counterproductive.
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d raise a
In addi tion, resc issio n of the FTC guida nce woul
issue s that are
numb er of diff icul t comp lianc e and enfor ceme nt
not resol ved, or even addr essed , by the Prop osal.

For exam ple,

s:
the Prop osal does not addr ess the follo wing issue
•

•

•

rers conti nue
If the Prop osal is adop ted, will the manu factu
yield s in
to be requ ired to pUbl ish FTC tar and nico tine
1970
the
by
ciga rette adve rtise ment s, as requ ired
agree ment ?
in ciga rette
If publ icati on of FTC tar and nico tine yield s
icati on be
adve rtise ment s is not requ ired, will such publ
ceme nt
enfor
perm itted or will it be the subj ect of FTC
actio ns?
rers conti nue
If the Prop osal is adop ted, will the manu factu
FTC meth od
to be requ ired to test thei r ciga rette s per the
to the
tests
and to repo rt annu ally the resu lts of those
FTC repo rts
FTC (whic h then inclu des those test resu lts in
to Cong ress) ?
lator y
Thes e diff icul t issue s can be avoid ed and regu

guid ance , subj ect
clar ity prese rved by reten tion of the curre nt
meth od.
to cont inue d effo rts to deve lop a supe rior test

USE OF DESCRIPTORS

Foot note 6 of the FTC Prop osal asse rts that,
"Cig arett e manu factu rers have adop ted
desc ripti ve term s such as "ligh t" and "ultr a
low" appa rentl y base d on rang es of mach ine
The Comm ission has not
meas ured tar yield s.
defin ed those term s, nor prov ided guid ance or
auth oriza tion as to the use of desc ripto rs.
Beca use there is no Comm ission enfor ceme nt
polic y with resp ect to the use of desc ripto rs,
this prop osal does not addr ess the use of
desc ripto rs."
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This statement is incomplete and inaccurate.

In fact, the

commission has repeatedly authorized, through multiple policy
statements and consent agreements, the use of descriptors.

For

example, the FTC entered consent agreements with American Brands
in 1970 8 and 1995 9 explicitly permitting American to use low tar
descriptors provided that such descriptors were accompanied by a
conspicuous disclosure of tar and nicotine content.

Rescission

of the FTC guidance would cast a shadow over the Commission's
prior authoritative statements with respect to descriptors and
spawn unnecessary regulatory confusion.
Consistent with the cigarette manufacturers' comments on
the 1997 FTC Proposal, Lorillard believes that consumers choose
~light"

or

products for a variety of reasons, including

~ultra"

lighter flavor,
characteristics.

lighter taste, taste, and smoother smoking
Lorillard does not intend the descriptors to

convey any level of

~safety"

with regard to its products.

Indeed, the health warnings required on every cigarette package
and in every cigarette advertisement are incompatible with the
suggestion that any cigarette is

~safe"

or is

~safer"

than any

other cigarette.

Decision and Order, In the Matter of American Brands, Inc., NS
8799 (Aug. 20, 1970).

8

9

FTC News Release, 1995 WL 6995 (F.T.C. Jun. 10, 1995)
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CONCLUSION

imatu r for
The FTC prop oses to resci nd its long stand ing impr
ge in
the curre nt test meth od in the absen ce of any chan
with out
unde rlyin g statu tory or regu lator y requ irem ents,
t of a
pers uasiv e consu mer resea rch data , and in the mids
a supe rior test
world wide , and thus far unsu cces sful, searc h for
meth od.

Meth od
Whil e the well know n limi tatio ns of the FTC Test

e meth od, and
just ify cont inue d effo rts to deve lop an alter nativ
conj unct ion
coun sel in favo r of an appr opria te discl aime r in
warr ant
with tar and nico tine disc losu res, they do not
n the mult iple
aban donin g the curre nt meth od, part icul arly give
unde sirab le cons eque nces discu ssed abov e.

More over, with out an

unifo rmity and
acce ptab le subs titut e test meth od that affor ds
resci ndin g the
faci litat es mean ingfu l bran d style comp ariso ns,
it could poss ibly
curre nt meth od woul d crea te more probl ems than
solv e.

The Prop osal shou ld there fore be rejec ted.
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APPENDIX

j

"

BEFORETBE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

COMMENTS OF PHILIP MORRIS INCORPORATED,
R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY,
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION,
AND LORILLARD TOBACCO COMPANY
. ON THE PROPOSAL ENTITLED
fiC CIGARETTE TESTING METHODOLOGY
FTC FILE NO. P944509
REQUEST FOR PUBLIC COMMENT
(62 Fed. Reg. 48,158)

Pursuant to the Commission's request for public comment dated September 9,1991,

Philip Morris Incorporated, R.I. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corporation, and Lorillard Tobacco Company ("the manufacturers") submit these
comments on the above-captioned proposal.
For more than 25 years, the manufacturers in cooperation with the Commission have
tested their cigarettes according to the smoking-machine test method prescribed by the
Commission and have disclosed the ratings produced by that testing in their advertising.
Since 1981, when the Commission closed its own cigarette testing laboratory, the manu
facturers have continued cigarette testing by the Tobacco Institute Testing Laboratory
utilizing the method prescribed by, and subject to the oversight of, the Commission.
The Commission's current test method requires, in pertinent part, that cigarettes be
tested by a routine analytical smoking machine according to a 60/35/2 puffmg regimen (i.e.,
every 60 seconds, a 35 milliliter puff of two seconds' duration is drawn by the machine).
The "tar," nicotine and carbon monoxide (CO) yields for each brand style tested according

-' .
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to the prescribed method are reported to the Commission. Y The Commission reports those
numbers to the public.lIThe manufacturers, by agreement with the Commission, include
the "tar" and nicotine numbers in their advertising for each brand style.~
The Commission has proposed that the current test method be supplemented with a
second test method requiring that cigarettes be tested by a routine analYtical smoking
machine according to a 30/5512 puffmg regimen (i.e., every 30 seconds, a 55 milliliter puff
of two seconds' duration would be drawn by the machine). The "tar" and nicotine numbers
produced for each brand style by the two tests would be included in the advertising for each
brand style, together with a legend indicating that an individual smoker's actual "tar" and
nicotine intake depends on how a cigarette is smoked.
For the reasons discussed herein, the manufacturers are not convinced that changes
in the Commission's current system for testing ciga.rettes and reporting "tar" and nicotine
numbers in cigarette advertising are necessary or will serve the Commission's purpose.
Notwithstanding that difference of opinion, the manufacturers are prepared to assist the
Commission in its efforts to help strengthen consumer understanding of what the numbers
produced by smoking machine tests do and do not signify. In particular -
•

The manufacturers believe that the current test method should continue to be
used. They are not convinced that it should be supplemented with a second
test method.

The smoking machine measures the amount of "tar" and nicotine in the smoke from a cigarette
that is caprured on the pad of the machine when the cigarette is smoked according to the prescribed
test method. The CO from the smoke is captured in a bag.

J!

See, e.g., Federal Trade Commission Report on the Tar, Nicotine and Carbon Monoxide of
the Smoke of 1,249 Varieties of Domestic Cigarettes for the Year 1995 (Jan. 15,1998).

Y

J!

See Letter to Federal Trade Commission from the manufacrurers dated December 17, 1970.
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•

The manufacturers are prepared to include in their advertising, together with the
"tar" and nicotine nmnbers, a legend stating that how much "tar" and nicotine a
smoker gets depends on how intensely the cigarette is. smoked.

•

If the current test method is to be supplemented, the manufacturers believe that the
additional test method proposed by the Commission is rational.

•

The manufacturers should be permitted to use the "multiplier" they have proposed
to produce close estimates of the ratings that such an additional test would produce,
in lieu of having to test every cigarette twice.

•

The manufacturers believe that the scientific evidence necessary to support a vent
blocking test parameter is lacking and that a test method incorporating such a
parameter would not be justified.

Before addressing the specific questions posed by the Commission, several general
comments are in order, all of which are developed in greater detail in the answers to the
Commission's specific questions.
1.

The manufacturers do not claim that lower-yield cigarettes are "safe" or are

"safer" than higher-yield cigarettes.

Every cigarette advertisement and every cigarette

package includes one of four federally-mandated health warnings that are incompatible with
the belief that any cigarette is "safe," or is "safer" than any other cigarette.
2.

To the extent that proposed changes in the current FTC test method reflect

a concern that the numbers produced by the current test method do not reflect actual smoker
intake, such proposed changes rest on a misconception that routine analytical smoking
machine tests are meant to predict, and are able to predict, actual smoker intake. As the
Commission has long recognized, testing by routine analytical smoking machines -- the type
of smoking machine used for standardized cigarette testing -- is not meant to predict actual
smoker intake and is incapable of doing so.

j
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Routine analytical smoking machines cannot smoke like people.!! The amount of

"tar" and nicotine that may be trapped on the Cambridge Filter pad of such a smoking
machine from a puff on a cigarette taken by the smoking machine in accordance with a
prescribed (and -- given the wide variation in smoking behavior -- necessarily arbitrary)
puffmg regimen cannot predict, and was never intended to predict, the amount of "tar" and
nicotine that a smoker or any group of smokers will inhale.

As the Commission has

emphasized, no individual smoker smokes the same way all the time, and no two smokers
smoke alike.

Efforts to devise a standardized test method that will produce "tar" and

nicotitie ratings that predict actual intake for a particular smoker are therefore misconceived.
,

Like all other standardized smoking machine test methods of which the
manufacturers are aware, the current FTC test method ranks brand styles by "tar" and
nicotine yieldY

Smokers are familiar with the ratings produced by the current test

\
method, and continued use of the current test method assures historical continuity of the
data. For those reasons, testing under the current FTC test method should continue. The
available evidence indicates, moreover, that other standardized testing regimens, while
producing different numbers, would not appreciably change the relative rankings of the

Routine analytical smoking machines of the type used for standardized cigarette testing are to
be distinguished from "human-mimic" smoking machines. Some laboratories have built smoking
machines that can replicate the "puffing profile" of an individual as measured on a single cigarette
smoking, or as an average profile for that individual over multiple smokings. The machines are not
designed for, nor are they capable of, the high-output, multiple smokings conducted with the routine
analytical smoking machines. While the human-mimic machines can produce different puff profiles,
the smoke yields generated are no more representative of an "average" of the smoking population
than those generated by the routine analytical smoking machines at a given set of puffing conditions.

¥

"The term 'brand style' means a variety of cigarettes distinguished by the tobacco used, tar and
nicotine content, flavoring used, size of the cigarette, filtration on the cigarette, or packaging."
Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1332(8).

l!

l
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ng a new test
brand styles tested.§! It is unclear what purpose would be served by adopti
ary) ratings while
that simply substitutes new (arbitrary) ratings for the current (arbitr
preserving the existing brand-style ranking.
3.

To the extent that proposed changes in the current FTC test method reflect

t test method
a concern that smokers believe that the numbers produced by the curren
any such perceived
represent actual smoker intake, better means are available to correct
what the numbers
misimpression. The most effective way is to communicate to smokers
ment B to the
produced by the test do and do not signify. The legend set forth in Attach
e you get from a
Commission's request for public comment ("How much tar and nicotin
messages thl\t the
cigarette depends on how intensely you smoke it. ") encapsulates both
rs may get from
Commission apparently seeks to convey -- (1) the "tar" and nicotine smoke
rs will get from
a cigarette is not a fixed value, and (2) how much "tar" and nicotine smoke
to use dual ratings
a cigarette depends on how the cigarette is smoked. There is no need
to communicate those messages symbolically.

Attempting to do so could create other

routine analytical
problems, for dual ratings may perpetuate misunderstanding about what
smoking machine yield ratings signify.

More broadly speaking, the effects of the

and behavior are
Commission's proposed dual-rating system on consumer perception
um, to determine
unknown. Extensive consumer research would be required, at a minim
what those effects would be.

required by the
As discussed in Appendix A, in connection with the nicotine testing
to testing
respect
with
even
Massachusetts Department of Public Health, this appears to be the case
requirements utilizing partial vent-blocking.

§I
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proposed
It seems plausible that supplementing the current FTC test method with the
accurate, or more
upper-tier test method would be viewed by smokers as providing more
rs may, indeed,
precise, information about their actual intake of "tar" and nicotine. Smoke
ed two-tier test
conclude that the "high" and "low" end points produced by the propos
's question Ib
bracket the range of "likely" smoker intake -- a message the Commission
end points of
suggests it intends the dual ratings to convey. In fact, the "high" and "low"
brand styles on the
"likely" intake of "most smokers" for each of the hundreds of cigarette
p a test to predict
market have not been established, and it may not be possible to develo
. Moreover, even
individual smoker intake that could be used to establish such end points
and such a test,
if such a predictive test could be developed, it would have to be validated;
cant scale -- not in
once developed and validated, would require smoker testing on a signifi
"low" end points of
laboratory settings, but in real-world settings -- to establish "high" and
on the market.
"likely" intake for "most smokers" for each of the hundreds of brand styles
g the end points
In the absence of such testing, there would be no scientific basis for viewin
as bracketing "likely" smoker intake for any brand style.
4.

To the extent that proposed changes in the current FTC test method reflect

ng behavior, such
a concern that the current method does not reflect "compensatory" smoki
smoking machine
proposed changes, again, rest on a misconception that routine analytical
. As discussed in
tests are meant to predict, and are able to predict, actual smoker intake
of "compensatory"
detail below, such proposed changes also rest on a view of the extent
blocking" -- that
smoking behavior -- in particular the extent of the behavior called "vent
g test parameter.
lacks the degree of scientific support needed to justify a vent-blockin
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the factors that
Moreo ver, as discussed in Appendix A, even taking into account
locking parameter
render the data crude and imprecise, the incorporation of a partial vent-b
ts Department of
in nicotine-testing requirements recently prescribed by the Massachuset
ttes produced by the
Public Health did not appreciably alter the relative ranking of cigare
to those requirements.
current FTC test method for the cigarettes that were tested pursuant
combination with the
In additio n, the partial vent-blocking parameter generally did not, in
ratings higher than
other param eters prescribed by Massachusetts, produce nicotine yield
those produ ced by the Commission's proposed upper-tier test)'
5.

method
Finally, although we are not convinced that the curren t FTC test

determine that an
should be supplemented with an additional test, if the Commission should
of the "multiplier"
additional test is warranted, the Commission should permi t the use
that the additional test
proposed by the manufacturers to produce estimates of the ratings

ual states from
We urge the Commission to discourage (and, if possible, prevent) individ
acturers. To date,
imposing their own cigarette testing and reporting requirements on manuf
yield data for samples of
Massachusetts has already required the manufacturers to submit nicotine
by the Massachusetts
bed
prescri
cigarettes sold in Massachusetts, pursuant to testing requirements
proposed FTC test
and
t
Department of Public Health that differ significantly from the curren
ed rules requiring the
methods. The Texas Department of Health has also issued propos
in Texas, pursuant to
manufacturers to submit nicotine yield data for samples of cigarettes sold
detailed in Appendix B,
requirements similar to those prescribed by Massachusetts. In addition, as
are, Illinois, Indiana,
(Delaw
as of February 4, 1998, bills were pending in at least eight other states
require the manufacturers
Iowa, Maine, Michigan, New Jersey and New York) that would similarly
requirements to be
to submit nicotine yield data for cigarettes sold in those states, under testing
prescribed by the health department in each state.

l'

and reporting
Such state testing and reporting requirements compete directly with the testing
are different from the
required by the Commission. To the extent that a state's testing requirements
to further confuse
bound
are
ments
require
Commission's, testing and reporting pursuant to the state's
s for the same
source
le
consumers, who will be presented with different yield ratings from multip
that consumers receive a
products. We urge the Commission to take the necessary steps to ensure
requirements.
uniform set of yield ratings for cigarettes pursuant to a single set of testing
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all cigarette brand
would produ ce, rather than require that the manufacturers and others test
styles twice Y

I.

CIGA RETT E TEST ING METH ODOL OGY

1.

The Proposed New Testing Methodology

What effect, if any, are the dual ratings that would be provided by the
a.
ses of
Commission's proposed two-tier test method likely to have on consumers' purcha ty,
g intensi
cigarettes and/or their smoking behavior? Will this information affect smokin
how?
so,
if
brand choice, and/or the decision whether to quit smoking, and
Commission's
The manufacturers do not know how the dual ratings produced by the
t how they might
proposed two-tier test would be perceived, and therefore cannot predic
, at a minimum,
affect consumer behavior. Extensive consumer research would be needed
consumer behavior.
to determine the likely effects of the proposed dual-rating system on
consumer confusion.
It seems likely that, at least initially, the dual ratings would generate
sed dual ratings on
Beyond that, one can only speculate about the effects of the propo
consumer behavior.
set of "tar"
Under the current testing system, each cigarette brand style has a single
with different "tar"
and nicotine ratings that clearly distinguish it from all other brand styles
proposed two-tier test
and nicotine ratings. By contrast, the dual ratings produced by the
-- one produced
would produce, for each brand style, two sets of "tar" and nicotine ratings
ed second test. As a
by the current FTC test method, and another produced by the propos
for other brand styles.
result, the ratings for each brand style would overlap with the ratings

te manufacturers.
Some of the scientific studies cited in these comments were funded by cigaret
fic merits rather than on
The manufacturers believe that any study should be evaluated on its scienti
the basis of its funding sources.

W
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This overlap would complicate the system. Several possible effects on consumers can be
imagined.

First, some smokers of "less flavorful" lower-yield brand styles might be prompted
to switch to "more flavorful" higher-yield brand styles in the belief that smoking the
lower-yield brand style involves a pointless sacrifice of flavor. Smokers may interpret the
rating system this way because they would be convinced that they are not getting less "tar"
and nicotine when they smoke, and yet they are smoking less-flavorful cigarettes. Second,
some smokers, who wish to avoid receiving the higher amounts of "tar" and nicotine from
their current brand styles that are implied by the higher numbers, may be prompted to
switch to lower-yield brand styles. Third, some smokers may change the way they smoke
their current brand styles -- smoking them either less intensely or more intensely -
prompted by the reminder that the yield from a particular cigarette can vary depending on
how the cigarette is smoked. Fourth, some smokers; perhaps the overwhelming majority,
may not pay any attention to the dual ratings -- either because they do not care or because
the new system is so confusing that it makes any attempt to use the added information
pointless.
Other possible effects of the dual ratings undoubtedly could be imagined. Without
extensive consumer research, it is impossible to know what consumer perception or the
effects on consumer behavior would be.

One thing, however, is certain:

If the

Commission's goal is to ensure that smokers understand that the "tar" and nicotine they may
get from a cigarette is not a fixed value, and that how much "tar" and nicotine they will get
depends on how the cigarette is smoked, those two messages can be communicated clearly
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and easily by means of the legend set forth in Attachment B, without resorting to a
potentially confusing system of dual "tar" and nicotine ratings.

b.
If the proposalfor testing all cigarettes under the same two sets ofparameters
is adopted, and if the parameters incorporated in the Commission's test method are intended
to produce yields covering the range likely to be experienced by most smokers, are the
proposed parameters appropriate? Why or why not? If not, what parameters would be
more appropriate and why?
L

The "range" of actual smoker intake for particular cigarette brand styles
has not been established.

The "range" of "likely" intake of "tar" and nicotine by "most smokers" for particUlar
cigarette brand styles has not been established. As discussed above, a predictive test that
could be used to establish such a range of actual smoker intake does not exist; such a test
may not be possible to develop; assuming that such a test could be developed, it would then
need to be validated; and, if such a test could be developed and validated, establishing the
range of "likely" smoker intake for each of the hundreds of cigarette brand styles on the
market would be a significant undertaking. Without extensive human testing, it could not
be said definitively that the particular end points produced by the proposed two-tier test (or
any two-tier test) would bracket the amount of "tar" and nicotine "likely" to be inhaled by
"most smokers" of any particular brand style, or would bracket the range of "likely" intake
for different brand styles with equal precision.
In the absence of such testing, all that can be said with· confidence about the
proposed two-tier test is that the "high" and "low" yield end points will be lower for loweryield brand styles than for higher-yield brand styles, and higher for higher-yield brand styles
than for lower-yield brand styles. That is, the proposed two-tier test would continue to
serve the function of ranking brand styles according to routine analytical smoking machine
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yields. The two-tier system would supplement the current rating for each brand style with
a second, higher rating, but -- as reported to the Commission by the manufacturers in their
submission of June 23, 19972/ -- the ranking produced by the current FTC test would be
preserved.
But data do not exist to support the conclusion that the end points produced by the
two-tier system for any particular brand style will bracket the actual amount of "tar" and
nicotine "likely" to be inhaled by most smokers of that brand style. To the extent that the
proposed two-tier test suggests actual human intake ranges to smokers -- and it seems
inevitable that it would -- the addition of the upper-tier number could be misleading to
consumers.

2.

Reliance on smoking machine yields as surrogates for smoker intake is
misconceived.

The danger in characterizing the proposed two-tier test as a surrogate for smoker
intake at the "low" and "high" end points is that the tests would be legitimized as predictors
of smoking behavior and smoke intake. But, as the Commission has repeatedly emphasized,
routine analytical smoking machine tests are incapable of predicting smoker behavior or
intake.
Routine analytical smoking machines cannot predict intake for any individual or
group of individuals.

Such a smoking machine can capture "tar" and nicotine from a

cigarette on the pad inserted in the machine, but the amount of "tar" and nicotine captured
Philipp, C, St. Charles, K., Norman, V., Whidby, J., Garman, J., Lewis, L.,
Borgerding, M., An Experiment to Determine the General Relationship Between Cigarette Smoke
Yields Using an Alternative Puffing Regimen (55/30/2) and the Standard FTC Method, compiled by
Borgerding, M., Bodnar, J., Willard, B., R.I. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N.C.
(June 23, 1997).
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on the machine's pad cannot be equated with the amount of "tar" and nicotine that any
individual smoker draws into his or her mouth, and the amount of "tar" and nicotine that
any individual smoker draws into his or her mouth cannot be equated with the amount of
"tar" and nicotine that he or she inhales and does not exhale.
The purpose of routine analytical smoking machine testing, the Commission
explained, "is not to determine the amount of tar and nicotine inhaled by any human
smoker, but rather to determine the amount of tar and nicotine generated when a cigarette
is smoked by a [smoking] machine in accordance with the prescribed method. ''!QI
Explaining the Commission's long-held view, the Associate Director of the Advertising
Practices Division has stated:
From the outset, the [FTC] testing was intended to obtain uniform, stan
dardized data about the tar and nicotine yield of mainstream cigarette smoke,
not to replicate actual human smoking. The Commission recognized that
individual smoking behavior was just that -- too individual to gauge what a
hypothetical 'average' smoker would get from any particular cigarette.llt
From the beginning, the Commission stressed that no testing method could predict
actual deliveries to individual smokers. In announcing on August 1, 1967, the completion
of trial tests by its laboratory, the Commission made its position clear:
No test can precisely duplicate conditions of actual human smoking and,
within fairly wide limits, no one method can be said to be either 'right' or
'wrong.' The Commission considers it most important that the test results

JW

FTC To Begin Cigarette Testing, FTC News Release, Aug. I, 1967.

Peeler. C., "Cigarette Testing and the Federal Trade Commission: A Historical Overview,"
in U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,Smoking and Tobacco Control. The FTC.
Cigarette Test Method for Determining Tar. Nicotine. and Carbon Monoxide Yields of U. S.
Cigarettes. Report of the NCI Expert Committee 2 (1996).

ll!
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be based on a reasonable standardized method '"
understandable.W
The

Co~ission's characterization

that is readily

of its proposed two-tier test as an attempt to

appears to reflect a
bracket "likely" intake by "most smokers" for a particular brand style
to the "average"
recognition that smoking machines cannot predict the "average" yield

end points for each
smoker. Reliance on smoking machines to produce "low" and "high"
s on smoking
brand style is similarly misconceived, however, because it still depend
of "likely" human
machines to predict "average" intake at the "low" and "high" end points
rs" are unlikely to
intake (i.e., it depends on the machines to predict that "most smoke
experience yields outside of the range bracketed by the endpo ints).
method that
The Commission has long recognized that a standardized testing
smoking conditions
replicates actual average human smoking is not possible because human
a simple machine
affecting intake are simply too variable and are beyon d the ability of
method to mimic:
r
No two human smokers smoke in the same way. No individual smoke
always smokes in the same fashion. The speed at which one smokes varies
both among smokers, and usual1y also varies with the same individual under
(or
different circumstances even within the same day. Some take long puffs
e
nicotin
and
tar
draws); some take short puffs. That variation affects the
quantity in the smoke generated.
nt
Even with the same type of cigarette, individual smokers take a differe
When
s.
stance
number of puffs per cigarette depending upon the circum
concentrating, or talking, the number of puffs is usually less. When
puffs
listening, or required to listen to another person talking, the number of
ses.
per cigarette, as wel1 as the duration of each puff, usual1y increa
while
rates
ng
smoki
Smoking rates while reading a book may differ from

ll!

FTC To Begin Cigarette Testing, FTC News Release, Aug. 1. 1967.
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viewing a television program. The number of puffs and puff duration (as
well as butt length) will vary according to emotional state..!2I
The Commission also recognized other basic differences between individual smokers:
Some smokers customarily put their cigarettes down in an ashtray where they
bum between puffs; other smokers constantly hold cigarettes in their mouths;
others hold them between their fmgers. W
The Commission has further noted:
The Cambridge Filter Method does not and cannot measure these many varia
tions in human smoking habits. It does not measure tar or nicotme in the
smoke generated while the cigarette is not being puffed. It does not measure
all of the tar and nicotine in any cigarette, but only that in the smoke drawn
in the standardized machine smoking according to the prescnbed method.

Thus, the purpose of testing is not to determine the amount of tar and
nicotine inhaled by any human smoker, but rather to determine the amount
of tar and nicotine generated when a cigarette is smoked by machine in
accordance with the prescribed method.l~1
Given the range and variability of individual smoking behavior, the Commission
concluded that a testing method purportedly based on some spurious notion of "average"
smoker behavior could actually mislead the public:
[Tlhe testing method should not be considered defective because it does not
.. rely on 'averages.' There are too many variables as to both smokers and
smoking conditions for any average to be meaningful. Test results phrased
in tenns of an 'average' smoker could be misleading to the public, because
a smoker has no way of knowing how closely his smoking habits confonn to
those of the purportedly 'average' smoker..!§/

fJJ

Id.

WId.
J1!

[d. (emphasis added).
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The Commission's choice of testing methods, therefore, expressly took into account the risk
that it would be misleading and inappropriate to speak of an "average" smoker:
It should be emphasized that the Cambridge Filter Method itself did not
purport to duplicate an 'average' smoker. Rather, it was an amalgam of
many choices -- some of them arbitrary. For example, the temperature and
humidity specified in that Method were not determined by reference to the
'average' temperature or the 'average' humidity at which people smoke ciga
rettes. There is no human smoker who smokes, and no cigarette that is
smoked, under conditions that precisely duplicate either the Cambridge Filter
Method in its original form or as modified by the Commission [prior to its
adoption]. Thus, to reiterate, the uniform method determined by the
Commission has as its purpose measurement of the tar and nicotine generated
by cigarettes when smoked according to that procedure..!1I
As Dr. Michael Borgerding, a Master Chemist at R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
stated in a 1997 article, routine analytical smoking machines "cannot replicate actual human
smoking behavior. These smoking machines are designed to take uniformly shaped puffs
of a precisely set volume and duration . . . at a constant frequency. ".w Adding an upper
tier to the FTC test method would ensure only that a smoking machine will take uniformly
shaped puffs at another arbitrary constant puff volume, puff duration, and interpuff interval.
Smoking machines also cannot replicate human behavior because they cannot
replicate the complicated process of smoke inhalation and exhalation.

For example,

smokers typically do not inhale all of the smoke that they draw from the cigarette.

A

smoker draws mainstream smoke into his or her mouth by puffmg on the lit cigarette. The
design of the cigarette, including tobacco types, weight, filtration and ventilation, along with

JJJ

ld.

Borgerding, M., "The FTC Method in 1997 -- What Alternative Smoking Condition(s) Does
the Future Hold?" Recent Adv. Tob. Sci. 23:75, 136 (1997). In the quoted passage, "ISO" stands
for the International Organization for Standardization.
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that a smoker
the size, shape and duration of the puff, detennine the amount of the smoke
takes into his or her mouth in any particular puff.

After drawing a puff, but before

during the mixing,
inhaling, a smoker may mix the smoke with air in his or her mouth, and
who do not inhale
some of the smoke can escape into the air of the room. Indeed, smokers
at all allow all of the smoke to escape into the room air.
unlike a
No smoke similarly escapes from the smoking machine..!2/ Moreover,
g. Thus, even if a
smoker, a smoking machine does not exhale before (or after) inhalin
e as the amount
smoking machine pad captured the same amount of "tar" and nicotin
may not be the same
received in the mouth of a smoker from a particular puff, that amount
r.
as the amount of "tar" and nicotine inhaled and not exhaled by the smoke
the FTC
Dr. L.T. Kozlowski, who has pUblished a number of articles discussing
any testing method
testing method, has reiterated the Commission's 1967 position that
limitations:
designed to produce standard yield figures necessarily has significant
Even if a valid or accurate estimate of average smoking behavior is attain
give
able, it does not follow that it would be sufficiently reliable or precise to
e
nicotin
and
tar
ncratic
many smokers infonnation about their own idiosy
an
be
yields from a given brand. The ideal average smoker may always
the
about
you
tells
e
inadequate stand-in for individual smokers; an averag
other
behavior of other members of the population to the extent that the
members of the population cluster in close proximity to the average....

rd
The variability of human smoking behavior is large enough that standa
to
yields do not, on their own, provide a good indication of actual yields
individual smokers. w

Deliveries
E.g., Bentrovato, B., et al., "Variations in Tar, Nicotine And Carbon Monoxide
Smoke
The
of
g
Meetin
Joint
The
Obtained by Smokers of The Same Brand," CORESTA Report of
And Technology Groups, App. VII (1995).
Cigarettes," in
Kozlowski, L., "Physical Indicators of Actual Tar and Nicotine Yields of
1!!1
of Smoking Behavior,
Grabowski. J. & Bell, C. (eds.), Measurement in The Analysis And Treatment

!2!

NIDA Research Monograph 48,50 -61,52 (1983) (emphasis added).
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from puff to
Recen t research confmns that human smoking behavior is not constant
a particular smoker,
puff as the smoker smokes a cigarette, from cigarette to cigarette for
ed that a person 's
or from smoke r to smoker. In a 1995 study, Reeves and Dixon report
tte, due to changes in
smoking behavior varies puff by puff while smoking a single cigare
W Zacny and Stitzer have stated that
tobacco rod filtration efficiency during smoking.
as they smoke down
"[i]nitially, smokers take larger and longer puffs from the cigarette, but
interval between the
the tod, the puffs get shorter and smaIJer. Interpuff intervals [i.e., the
the beginning of the
end of one puff and the beginning of another puff] are shortest at
cigarette and longest near the end of the cigarette. "'231
ted in a recent
. The variability of smoking behaviors among individuals is illustra
their study of smoke
study by Bentrovato and colleagues, who in 1995 reported results from
commercial king size
yields obtained by 13 Canadian smokers, each smoking the same
this same brand for
filtered brand. llI All of the smokers in the study had been smoking
g behavior -- i.e.,
at least 3 years. Smoking topography (the pattern of a smoke r's puffin

ng Behaviour And The
W Reeves, N. & Dixon, M., "The Measurement of Human Smoki
Parameters," CORESTA
ioural
Influence of Mainstream Smoke Deliveries on Changes in Behav
No. ST19 (1995).
Report of the Joint Meeting of the Smoke & Technology Groups, Presentation
of Health And
Zacny, J. & Stitzer, M., "Human Smoking Patterns," in U.S. Department
Methodfor Determining
Human Services, Smoking and Tobacco Control, The FTC Cigarette Test
NCI Expert Committee
ofthe
Tar, Nicotine, and Carbon Monoxide Yields of U. S. Cigarettes, Report
Services, The Health
151, 153 (1996). Accord U.S. Department of Health and Human
l, 155 (1988) ("during
Consequences ofSmoking: Nicotine Addiction: A Report ofthe Surgeon Genera
and/or the time between
the smoking of a single cigarette, the duration of each puff tends to decrease
each puff (interpuff interval) tends to increase").

1JI

ries Obtained
Bentrovato, B., et al., "Variations in Tar, Nicotine And Carbon Monoxide Delive
g of The Smoke And
by Smokers of The Same Brand," CORESTA Report of The Joint Meetin
Technology Groups, App. VII (1995).
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puff volume, duration, and shape) was measured for each smoker on four consecutive days.

An average topography for each smoker as well as a population average were then
calculated.

The study noted wide variations in average smoking behavior among

individuals.~1

3.

The proposed two-tier test uses parameters that are within
the range ofreported human purfmg behavior.

As the Commission has stated, "within fairly wide limits, no one [test] method can
be said to be either 'right' or 'wrong.'''W The parameters of the proposed second test 
as the Commission noted in its proposal -- are within the range of human puffmg behavior
reported in the studies that were cited in the 1988 Surgeon General's report. W
Specifically, the Commission's proposed lower-tier and upper-tier puff volumes (35
milliliters and 55 milliliters) fall within the reported range of human puff volumes (21 to
66 milliliters), and the Commission's proposed lower-tier and upper-tier intetpuff intervals
(60 and 30 seconds) fall within the reported range of interpuff intervals (18 to 64 seconds).
At the same time, it should also be emphasized that the range of yields "likely to be
experienced by most smokers" (in the Commission's phrase) -- i.e., the range of quantities

The average puff volume for the population was 46.9 milliliters, but individual average
volumes ranged from 18.5 to 64.3 milliliters. The mean flow rate for the population was 24.4
milliliters/second, but the individual average flow rates ranged from 16.2 to 28.8 milliliters/second.
The population average interpuff interval was 40.7 seconds, but the individual average puff intervals
ranged from 20.2 to 71.4 seconds. The population average puff duration was 1.98 seconds, but the
individual average durations ranged from 0.88 to 2.98 seconds. The average number of puffs per
cigarette for the population was 10.8, but the individual averages ranged from 6 to 18.

'M!
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FTC To Begin Cigarette Testing, FTC News Release, Aug. I, 1967.

See U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, The Health Consequences of Smoking:
Nicotine Addiction: A Report of the Surgeon General, 156-57 (1988) (Table 2).
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of smoke that may reach their mouths -- is likely to fall within or below the range of
machine yields likely to be produced by the Commission's proposed two-tier system.
Bentrovato and colleagues, in the study discussed above, gathered data on the average
smoking parameters of 13 Canadians smoking a single brand -- their own -- in the
laboratory.!!1 To generate the average yield that each smoker might receive in his or her
mouth, the researchers calibrated a specially designed smoking machine to reflect the
smoking parameters of each of the 13 smokers. The standard of comparison was the ISO
smoking machine test method, whose parameters are similar to the FTC test method. The
researchers found that:
Duplicated smoke deliveries ... showed a wide range of villues. However,
the average values obtained for tar, nicotine and carbon monoxide were rela
tively close to the machine derived [i.e., ISO standard] deliveries with
respectively 17%, 5% and 14% higher values. W
By contrast, as reported to the Commission, it appears that the Commission's
proposed upper-tier test parameters would produce smoking machine yields about 100%
higher than the current FTC test parameters. w Thus, the research would suggest that the

proposed upper-tier testing method is likely to overstate the yields that a smoker typically
would receive in his or her mouth.

Bentrovato, B., et al., "Variations in Tar, Nicotine And Carbon Monoxide Deliveries Obtained
by Smokers of The Same Brand," CORESTA Report of The Joint Meeting of The Smoke And
Technology Groups, App. VII (l995).
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Philipp, C., St. Charles, K., Norman, V., Whidby, J., Garman, J., Lewis, L., Borgerding,
M., An Experiment To Determine The General Relationship Between Cigarette Smoke Yields Using
An Alternative Puffing Regimen (55/3012) And The Standard FTC Method, compiled by Borgerding,
M., Bodnar, J., Willard, B., RJ. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N.C. (1997).
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c.
.Should the bun length specified in the current FTC test method -- that
cigarenes be smoked to a length of 23 millimeters or to. 3 millimeters beyond the filter and
overwrap, whichever is longer -- be changed? Is there evidence that smokers smoke more
than 3 millimeters beyond the end of the overwrap? If so, what is the effect ofthat behavior
in terms of the number ofpuffs they get from their cigarene?
1.

The manufacturers are aware of no sound reason to alter
the butt length specified in the current FfC method.

The manufacturers are aware of no sound reason to alter the butt length specified in
the current FTC method. Like the other parameters, the specified butt length is intended
to provide a standard procedure for testing to rank brands. Even assuming that the butt
length specified in the FTC test method was intended to reflect Iroman behavior, there is no
reliable scientific basis for concluding that the butt length specified by the FTC method is
too short or too long when compared with the length of the butt typically left when a U.S.
smoker has fmished a cigarette.
There is some evidence from other countries that the standard test-method butt length
may be shorter than the length of the butt generally left by smokers. In his 1988 Report,
Sir Peter Froggatt, Chairman of the U.K. Independent Scientific Committee on Smoking and
Health stated "[r]eported studies investigating the average butt length left by smokers have
indicated that smokers have a tendency to discard their cigarette leaving a longer butt than
used in the standard machine procedure. "~f

In the International Organization for

Standardization ("ISO") smoking method used in the U.K. and throughout Europe, the butt
length for unfiltered cigarettes is 23 millimeters, and for filtered cigarettes, overwrap plus

Froggatt, P., FOUTth RepoTt of the Independent Scientific Committee on Smoking and Health
(1988), App. 3 at 55; Bentrovato, B., et al., "Variations in Tar, Nicotine And Carbon Monoxide
Deliveries Obtained by Smokers of The Same Brand," CORESTA RepoTt ofThe Joint Meeting of The
Smoke And Technology Groups, App. VII (1995).
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three millimeters, or filter length plus eight millimeters, whichever is longer..lll The first
two lengths are the same as those specified in the FTC method, and the third ordinarily is
longer than FTC specifications. Thus, if U.K. smokers generally leave a longer butt than
the ISO method specifies, it follows that they are leaving a longer butt than the FTC method
specifies.

2.

Changing the butt length specified in the test method could
destroy the historical continuity of the data.

H. Pillsbury, who oversees "tar" and nicotine testing under the current FTC method,
has written that, as a result of FTC adoption of a uniform analytical procedure for
measuring "tar" and nicotine yields in 1967, "long-term pictures of tar and nicotine levels
over the years ... were possible. "ll' The Commission's proposal likewise recognizes that
retaining the current test method "would preserve the historical continuity of the existing
test method, and thus permit long term trends in ratings to be identified. "~I

:w

ISO 4387, Ogarettes -- Determination of total and nicotine-free dry particulate matter using
a routine analytical smoking machine § 7.2.1, at 3 (1991). The paper that joins the filter segment
and the tobacco column is called "tipping paper." The tipping paper completely covers the filter
plug and then overlaps the tobacco column by a few millimeters. The portion of the tipping paper
that extends beyond the filter plug is the "overwrap." The overwrap portion ensures that the filter
remains tightly attached to the tobacco rod and does not falloff. As filter length increased over the
years, tipping paper became wider, and butt length therefore became longer as well.

PillsbUry, H., "Review of the Federal Trade Commission Method for Determining Cigarette
Tar and Nicotine Yield," in U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Smoking and Tobacco

'B!

Control. The FI'C Cigarette Test Method for Determining Tar. Nicotine. and Carbon Monoxide
Yields of U.S. Cigarettes. Report ofthe NCI Expert Committee 9, 11 (1996). Mr. Pillsbury was the
director of the FTC's "tar" and nicotine testing laboratory during the twenty years that it was in
operation. When Mr. Pillsbury wrote the article cited above, he was serving as an independent
contractor retained by FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection to oversee the TITL testing laboratory.
W Federal Trade Commission, "Cigarette Testing," 62 Fed. Reg. 48,158, 48,159 (1997)
[hereinafter "FTC Proposal"].
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Changing the butt length -- or any other parameter of the current method· -- could
destroy tWs historical continuity, making it substantially more difficult, if not impossible,
to track long-term trends. It would not serve any discernible purpose to alter the testing
method in a way that could diminish the value of the database established over the course
of tWrty years by the Commission and the industry.
3.

The evidence does not indicate that people smoke the overwrap.

Some have suggested that the method for testing "tar" and nicotine yields should
require that cigarettes be smoked to a butt length shorter than 23 millimeters, or overwrap
plus three millimeters (whichever is longer), because -- they claim -- people smoke the
overwrap.W There is no scientific support for the contention that people typically smoke
the overwrap, and the possibility that a small number of people may do so is not a sufficient
reason to change the butt length specified in the FTC testing method.
A preliminary observational study by Grunberg, et al. (which was conducted in 1985
and was based on data collected by the Commission from 1962 through 1979) assumed -
incorrectly -- that people smoke the overwrap.W The authors, however, did not provide
any evidence that smokers actually do smoke the overwrap portion of the paper. Although
it may be hypothetically possible to smoke the overwrap, the smoke generated from the
burning tipping paper is considered unpalatable. There is no reason to alter the butt length
parameter specified in the FTC method.

E.g., Grunberg, N., et al., "Changes in overwrap and butt length of American filter
cigarettes," N.Y. St. J. Med., 85(7):310, 311 (1985); 60 Fed. Reg. 41,453,41,721 (Aug. 11,1995).

}jJ

Grunberg, N., et al., "Changes in overwrap and butt length of American filter cigarettes,"
N.Y. St. J. Med., 85(7):310, 311 (1985).

12
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4.

There is no demonstrated relationship between butt length and number
of puffs.

Regardless of the butt length chosen for machine smoking, the butt length bears no
demonstrated relationship to the number of puffs that a smoker will take on a cigarette.
Smokers may take more or fewer puffs than the machine does, and a smoker's puff number
can vary from cigarette to cigarette.
For a typical 85 millimeter cigarette with 25 percent air dilution that yields about
10 milligrams of "tar" under the FTC testing method, there are about eight puffs per
cigarette under the current FTC testing method. The same cigarette smoked under the
Commission's proposed upper-tier method -- a 55 milliliter puff every 30 seconds -- gives
about 11 puffs.

Assuming that there are 49 millimeters of tobacco rod available for

smoking and a uniform bum rate, a simple calculation shows that about 6.1 millimeters of
tobacco rod would be consumed during the one-minute puffmg cycle (puff and smolder)·
under FTC's current method. Under the proposed upper-tier method, about 4.5 millimeters
of the tobacco rod would be consumed per puffmg cycle, again assuming uniform burning
down the rod.
In either case, smoking beyond the standard butt length through the overwrap would
yield no more than one additional pUff, and quite possibly no puff at all if the previous puff
occurred close to the machine cutoff mark on the tobacco rod.
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d.
What effect, if any, would reducingthe sample size from 100 to 50 cigarettes,
as proposed, have on both the reliability and the replicability ofthe machine yield estimates?
If there is an effect on reliability, does the fact that consumers would be given dual ratings,
rather than a unitary rating, lessen the importance of that reduction?
1.

The sample size should be maintained to preserve historical
continuity.

Although the manufacturers make every effort to standardize their brands, as an
agricultural product tobacco differs over time and from place to place. Therefore, cigarettes
have some variation in "tar" and nicotine. The current sample size should be retained to
ensure that the numbers generated by the test are an accurate representation of the brandstyle for which they are to be published. As noted above, and as the Commission has
stated, it is important to "preserve the historical continuity of the existing test method, and
thus permit long term trends in ratings to be identified. "W
2.

Decreasing the sample size could affect the representativeness of the
sample.

Currently, the Tobacco Institute Testing Laboratory purchases 100 samples of each
brand style according to a validated sampling method. Reducing the sample size from 100
to 50 could call into question the representativeness of the sample, and the new sampling
method would need to be validated.
There is no good reason to decrease the current sample size and risk making the
sample less representative. lll To preserve the current representativeness of the sample,

W

FTC Proposal, 62 Fed. Reg. at 48,159.

As discussed below, if the Commission decides to adopt a tWo-tier method, the cigarette
manufacturers believe that the lower-tier results should continue to be generated in the laboratory
using a sample size of 100 cigarettes, and the upper tier should be generated by applying the
proposed multiplier to the lower-tier machine-testing results. See Responses to Questions If and Ig.

!1!
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and avoid the need for validating a new sampling method, the sample size should be
maintained at 100 cigarettes per variety tested.

e.
Can the machines presently used to smake cigarettes pursuant to the FTC test
method operate under the parameters in the Commission's proposed new protocol? If not,
could they be modified to operate under those parameters or would new machines have to
be purchased? What testing would be necessary to ensure the validity of the proposed
mOdifications to the test method -- that is, to ensure that the revised protocol will produce
highly reliable and replicable results? How long would such validation take?
Development of a sound and properly validated testing method for the proposed
upper tier would take considerable time and effort, and would require consideration of the
technical issues highlighted below. As discussed in more detail below, testing cigarettes
under both the existing and the proposed new test method -- including the development of
a protocol for the upper-tier test method -- would also be time-consuming and require a
substantial commitment of resources,:!!1

1.

The machines presently used to smoke cigarettes pursuant to the
Commission's testing method cannot operate under the parameters in the
proposed upper-tier regimen without substantial modification.

The cigarette companies and the TITL currently use the Filtrona model number 8M
350 smoking machine or a substantially similar machine for conducting "tar" and nicotine
testing according to the FTC method. The 8M 350 has a long history as a robust and
reliable piece of equipment. The smoking machine's robustness is demonstrated each year
by the TITL, which uses only two 8M 350's to smoke over 50,000 cigarettes and produce
yield data for over 520 cigarette brand styles.
A protocol is a "precise step-by-step description of a test." National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences, Department of Health and Human Services, Validation and Regulatory Acceptance
of Toxicological Test Methods, A Report of The Ad Hoc Interagency Coordinating Committee on the
Validation ofAlternative Methods, NIH Publication No. 97-3981 (1997), at 53. To date, no protocol
has been developed for the proposed upper-tier method.

l!!
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Operating the 8M 350 under the parameters in the Commission's proposed upper-tier
test method is not simply a matter of modifying the commands to the machine, like pressing
down on the gas pedal of a car to make it go faster, or adjusting a thermostat to make a
room warmer. The 8M 350 itself would have to be modified in a number of respects in
order to operate under the parameters in the Commission's proposed upper-tier test method.
Those modifications would result, for all practical purposes, in the construction of a new
machine. ~I

The modifications would involve, inter alia, changes in Cambridge filter

capacity, syringe volume, motor stroke length, and flow-rate instrumentation.~
The machine as modified would have its own strengths and weaknesses, which would
have to be evaluated on their own merits without reference to the existing 8M 350. A
modified smoking machine used to generate official· yields for FTC reporting would have

W See Borgerding, M., "The FTC Method in 1997 - What Alternative Smoking Condition(s)
Does the Future Hold?" Recent Adv. Tab. Sci., 23:75, 104-05 (1997) (discussing changes that would
have to be made to adopt the smoking machine to a second, more intensive smoking method).
:Filter capacity. Increasing the puff volume to 55 milliliters and the puff frequency to once
every 30 seconds would essentially double the quantities of "tar" and nicotine that a single
Cambridge filter must capture. In some instances, the filter may become saturated, and some "tar"
and nicotine may break through the filter. To avoid filter "break through," either a modified filter
would have to be used, or fewer cigarettes would have to be smoked per test.

@!

Syringe volume. The SM 350 is equipped with 50 milliliter syringes that are capable of
drawing 35 milliliter puffs from each cigarette as specified by the current FTC testing method.
Larger syringes are necessary for the upper-tier test. Once syringes are changed and set up, it is
neither advisable nor practical to switch the twenty syringes back and forth on a routine basis.
Motor stroke length. As is required for setting up the current syringes, motor stroke length
adjustment is required to assure proper puff volumes. This contributes to the non-practicality of
switching syringes on a routine basis.
Flow rate instrumentation. There is an optional quality assurance accessory for the SM
350 known as the VFA which is used to assure proper puff profiles and valve timings. The VFA
is not able to accommodate the higher flow rates generated by the upper tier test. New
instrumentation would need to be developed to maintain proper quality assurance.
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to go through a validation process along with other elements of the Commission's proposed
upper-tier testing method.
Since the testing machines currently in use are not readily convertible to different
testing parameters, it could take a significant amount of time and effort to convert and
reconvert the machines between the two proposed testing regimes if the same machines were
to be used for both tests. This is of particular importance for both the manufacturers and
TITL, which probably would not be able to use their existing machines to test cigarettes
under both the existing and the proposed new methods.
In light of the availability of a "multiplier" that can be used to closely approximate
the results that actual testing under the upper-tier test would produce -- without requiring
the conversion of the SM 350 or the validation of testing using a converted· smoking
machine -- requiring the manufacturers to convert the SM 350's and validate testing using
the converted machines would not be justified.
2.

Unlike a "multiplier," a new protocol would require an extensive period
of validation to produce "highly reliable and replicable results."

The only way to ensure that results are "higWy reliable and replicable" is to put the
proposed upper-tier testing method through a formal validation process.

Once such a

process is completed, a new method would be ready for day-to-day application in the
laboratory.

The complex and time-consuming nature of this process reinforces the

desirability of utilizing a "mUltiplier" to avoid the need for testing under the upper-tier.
Since the "multiplier" approach does not require day-to-day testing, an experiment (albeit
an extensive experiment) is appropriate to determine the multiplier rather than an extensive
method validation process.

Also, if upper-tier ratings are generated by means of a
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multiplier from the FTC yield figures, those ratings would be based on results obtained
from a method that, in effect, has already been validated.!!1
Absent the use of a multiplier, an extensive method validation process would be
required. In the National Institutes of Health Revitalization Act of 1993, Pub. L. 103-43,

§ 1301, 107 Stat. 122, Congress instructed the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences ("NIEHS") to establish criteria for the validation and regulatory acceptance of
alternative testing methods.

The NIEHS convened the Inter-Agency Coordinating

Committee on The Validation of Alternative Methods ("ICCVAM").5.Y

Although the

ICCVAM focused on validation of testing methodologies in the field of toxicology, the
validation criteria that the ICCVAM proposed are applicable to any validation process.
In its report, the ICCVAM described validation as "the process by which the
reliability and relevance of a test method are evaluated for the purpose of supporting a
specific use. "~I The ICCVAM defmed "reliability" as a "measure of the degree to which

,.,~,"

See National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, Department of Health and Human
Services, Validation and Regulatory Acceptance of Toxicological Test Methods, A Repon of The Ad
Hoc Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation ofAlternative Methods, NIH Publication
No. 97-3981 (1997), at 16 ("Many test methods currently accepted by Federal agencies have been
considered validated based on their history of use by the scientific community, even though their
operational characteristics (e.g., reproducibility and predictivity) may not have been fully established
at the time of adoption. Calculation of current performance using existing data is necessary so that
the performance of new or revised methods can be compared to the existing method. ").

W

The following government agencies participated: Consumer Products Safety Commission,
Department of Agriculture, Department of Defense, Department of Energy, Department of Health
and Human Services, Department of the Interior, Department of Labor and Department of
Transportation.

W

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, Department of Health and Human
Services, Validation and Regulatory Acceptance of Toxicological Test Methods. A Repon of The Ad
Hoc Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation ofAlternative Methods, NIH Publication
No. 97-3981 (1997), at 15.

W
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a test can be perfonned reproducibly within and among laboratories over time. "~I The
ICCVAM concluded that "[v]alidation of a test method is a prerequisite for it to be
considered for regulatory acceptance."~
To be considered validated for purposes of regulatory acceptance, a test method
should meet the following criteria, among others~:
•

The scientific rationale for the test method, along with a clear statement of
its proposed use, should be available. A statement of the regulatory rationale
also should be available.

•

A detailed protocol for the test method should be available.$

•

Infonnation on the extent of within-test variability and the reproducibility of
the test within and among laboratories should be gathered, evaluated and
described.
.

•

The limitations of the method should be described.

•

"Ideally, all data supporting the validity of a test method should be obtained
and reported in accordance with Good Laboratory Practices. "W

•

All data supporting the assessment of the test method should be available for
review. The method(s) and results should be published in an independent,
peer-reviewed publication and should be SUbjected to independent scientific
review.~'

~

ld. at 54.

~

[d. at 24.

~

These criteria are adapted from the list developed by the ICCVAM. [d. at 23-24.

The protocol should include "a description of the materials needed, a description of what is
measured and how it is measured, acceptable test performance criteria ... , a description of how
data will be analyzed, ... [and] a description of the known limitations of the test." [d. at 23-24.

!1!

!§!

[d. at 24.

[d. at 25. The ICCVAM also provided an outline of the practical steps that a validation
process ordinarily should include. An adaptation of that outline to the difficulty of validating the
FTC's proposed upper-tier testing method is attached as Appendix B.

!2!
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. The process of validating the protocol for the FTC's proposed upper-tier testing
method -- if testing rather than a "multiplier" was required -- should include at least the
following steps~/:
•

preparation of a precise statement of the test protocol objective;

•

preparation of a precise statement of the scope of the analysis;

•

method development research to study and optimize possible technical
alternatives that address the stated objective while taking into consideration
practical constraints;

•

determination of the best -- i. e., the most accurate, precise and robust 
technical alternative for the cigarette sample range of interesta/ ; and

See Borgerding, M., "The FTC Method iIi 1997 - What Alternative Smoking Condition(s)
Does the Future Hold?" Recent Adv. Tob. Sci., 23:75, 89-92 (1997).

19!

FDA has published definitions of "accuracy," "precision," and "robustness" in the context of
its work with the International Conference on Harmonization ("ICH") to develop a "Text on
Validation of Analytical Procedures," 60 Fed. Reg. 11,260 (1995):

W

The accuracy of an analytical procedure expresses the closeness of agreement
between the value which is accepted either as a conventional true value or an
accepted reference value and the value found.
Id. at 11 ,261 (emphasis added).

The precision of an analytical procedure expresses the closeness of agreement
(degree of scatter) between a series of measurements obtained from multiple
sampling of the same homogeneous sample under the prescribed conditions.
Id. (emphasis added).

The robustness of an analytical procedure is a measure of its capacity to remain
unaffected by small, but deliberate, variations in method parameters and provides
an indication of its reliability during normal usage.
Id. at 11 ,262 (emphasis added).
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interlaboratory testing to ensure that the results are reproducible -- i. e., that
meaningful and comparable results can be obtained by the industry and other
laboratories.iY

•

Validate
According to the "Guidelines for Collaborative Study Procedures To
International,
Characteristics Of A Method Of Analysis" ("Guidelines") adopted by AOAC
in a single
the fIrst four steps on the above list ordinarily would be performed

role in the flIst
laboratory.w AlI of the manufacturers, however, would need to playa
two steps and participate actively in the third and fourth.
study
Several commentators have stated that designing and directing a validation

w Here such
should be the responsibility of a steering committee or a management tearo.
an independent
a cormnittee might consist of representatives from each of the manufacturers,
for determining
laboratory, and the Commission. The committee would have responsibility
study. The
that there is suffIcient information about a method to support a validation

~

In the context of its work with ICH; FDA has stated that:
,
"Reproducibility expresses the precision between laboratories (collaborative studies

usually applied to standardization of methodology)."

Id. (emphasis added).
is" in 1 Official
"Guidelines for Collaborative Study Procedures of A Method of Analys
1997). AOAC
ed.
f,
Methods of Analysis of AOAC International at App. 0-1 (P. Cunnif
ical Chemists.
International formerly was known as the Association of Official Analyt

~

and Human

See National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, Department of Health
s, A Report of The Ad
Services, Validation and Regulatory Acceptance of Toxicological Test Method
s, Nlli Publication
Hoc Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation ofAlternative Method
Society for Testing And
No. 97-3981 (1997), at 18 (citing commentators); accord American

~

to Determine the Precision
Materials, "Standard Practice for Conducting An Interlaboratory Study
ped the test method, or a
develo
that
of a Test Method," E 691-92, at 4 ("Either the task group
for the [interlaboratory
special task group appointed for the purpose, must have overall responsibility
with regard to questionable
study] ... the design of the [interlaboratory study], and decision-making
data. ").
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committee would defme the study's purpose, ensure the development of an adequate
protocol, develop a recordkeeping system, select participating laboratories, oversee the
collection and distribution of the sample to be analyzed, and monitor laboratory
performance.
According to AOAC International's Guidelines, the fifth step on the list -- the
interlaboratory study -- is intended to "provide a realistic estimate of the attributes of a
method, particularly the systematic and random deviations to be expected when the method
is used in actual practice. "W

An interlaboratory study to validate the Commission's

proposed upper-tier testing method should involve, at a minimum, the TITL, the
laboratories of the manufacturers, and, very likely, laboratories of some smaller cigarette
companies and some foreign cigarette companies, or others,that would wish to participate
in the interlaboratory validation study.~ Indeed, AOAC International's Guidelines state
that the minimum number of laboratories that should participate in an interlaboratory
validation study is eight laboratories. llI
W
"Guidelines For Collaborative Study Procedures To Validate Characteristics Of A Method Of
Analysis," in 1 Official Methods of Analysis of AOAC International at App. D-4 (P. Cunniff, ed.
1997).
~

Twenty-nine laboratories located allover the world participated in the CORESTA effort to
develop a standard testing method for ISO. Thomsen, H., "International Reference Method for the
Smoking of Cigarettes," Recent Adv. Tob. Sci.• 18:69,69 (1992) (abstract). The ISO and FTC test
methods are Virtually identical.
"Guidelines For Collaborative Study Procedures To Validate Characteristics Of A Method Of
Analysis," in I Official Methods of Analysis of AOAC International at App. D-4 (P. Cunniff, ed.
1997) ("The optimum number of laboratories, balancing logistics and costs against information
obtained, often is 8-10. However, larger studies are not discouraged.").

l1!

The American Society for Testing and Materials ("ASTM") has stated that an interlaboratory
study "should include 30 or more laboratories but this may not be practical." ASTM, "Standard
(continued•.. )
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Ideally, the entire validation process would be overseen by either the Commission
or an independent standards organization with competence in the relevant areas, such as the
American National Standards Institute or ISO. Regardless of who performs the oversight
function, the validation process would have to comply with any special requirements that
the overseer might impose.

For example, proposed ISO standards must pass through

multiple layers of committee review before obtaining fmal approval from the organization.
Meeting the overseer's administrative and procedural requirements will likely lengthen the
validation process.
The manufacturers estimate that a validation process to ensure that the protocol for
the proposed upper-tier testing method will produce "highly replicable and reliable results"
would require two years or more. This estimate could be optimistic. In order to meet the
needs of the European Union, the ISO effort to harmonize the smoking machine test method
-- a far less ambitious undertaking than validating a new testing regimen -- had to comply
with a very strict two-year time limit. Hans Thomsen, reporting to the Tobacco Chemists
Research Conference in 1992, described the ISO process as "work which at the beginning
may have appeared fairly straightforward and manageable, but quickly grew into a 'monster'
-- the largest and most resource-consuming task ever undertaken by CORESTA. ",lJl1 It is

ru
(...continued)
Practice for Conducting an Interlaboratory Study to Detenrune the Precision of a Test Method,"
E 691-92, at 6. According to ASTM, "[ulnder no circumstances should the jinolstatement of
precision ofa test method be based on acceptable test resultsfor each materialfromfewer than 6
laboratories. This would require that the [interlaboratory study] begin with 8 or more laboratories
in order to allow for attrition." [d. (emphasis in original).
Thomsen, H., "International Reference Method for the Smoking of Cigarettes," Recent Adv.
Tob. Sci. 18:69, 76 (1992).

W
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method also could
possible that the process of validating the proposed upper-tier testing
become a "monster" and consume more than two years.

Could the ratings jar the upper tier oj the revised test method be obtained
continuing
from mathematical equations or "multipliers"? Why or why not? Would the smoking
validity ofthe equations have to be reconfirmed periodically through actual machine
and, if so, how often?

f.

1.

can be
The rating s for the upper tier of the upper -tier test metho d
obtain ed from mathe matic al equati ons or "mult ipliers ."

obtained from
The ratings for the upper tier of a two-tier test method can be
mathematical equations or "multipliers."

This has been demonstrated for cigarettes

that has been reported
currently sold in the U.S. by an experiment conducted during 1997
tories of the fo~
to the Commission.~ The experiment was conducted in the iabora
smoke yields when
manufacturers to determine the general relationship between (a)
method with a puff
cigarettes are smoked according to the proposed upper-tier testing
s (the "55/30 /2
volume of 55 milliliters and a puff frequency of dne every 30 second
standard FTC method
method") and (b) smoke yields when cigarettes are smoked with the
s.li!!I In the 55/30 /2
protocol of 35 milliliters and a puff frequency of one every 60 second

i.e., two seconds.
method, puff duration was the same as in the standard FTC protoc ol,

L., Borgerding,
Philipp, C., St. Charles, K., Norman, V., Whidby, J., Garman, J., Lewis,
tte Smoke Yields using
M., An Experiment To Determine the General Relationship Between Cigare
ed by Borgerding,
an Alternative Puffing Regimen (55/30/2) and the Standard FTC method, compil
, N.C. (June 23,
n-Salem
Winsto
ny,
M., Bodnar, J., Willard, B., RJ. Reynolds Tobacco Compa

W

1997).
f!JI

eters rather than
In the report on the experiment, puff volumes are described in cubic centim

55 milliliters, and thus
milliliters. A volume of 55 cubic centimeters is equivalent to a volume of
milliliters because the
to
refer
the ierms can be used interchangeably. In these comments, we
Commission has used milliliters in its proposal.
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brand styles and
The laboratories each tested 50 different cigarettes: 46 comm ercial
tory of R.I. Reynolds
four Unive rsity of Kentucky Reference cigarettes.M.' The labora
laboratory with five
Tobac co Comp any, which coordinated the experiment, supplied each
independently the
comm ercial brand styles from a single purchase. Each laboratory chose
instructed to select
remain ing 41 commercial brands to be tested. The laboratories were
yields of cigarettes
brand styles that would provide a comprehensive insight into the smoke
that curren tly are sold in the marketplace.

Because the labora tories chose brands

The labora tories tested
independently, there was some duplication among the brands tested.
of cigare tte lengths,
a total of 126 commercial brands , representing a broad range
ion and FTC "tar"
circum ferenc es, filter types, price tiers, pack styles, menthol inclus
yields.@
ed 10 ports each
The four laboratories reported 1,840 results (each laboratory report
analysis demon strated
of 46 commercial brand styles times four companies). Regression
puffm g regim ens can
that "tar," nicotine and carbon monoxide ("CO" ) data from the two
to predic t yields for
be related by quadratic functions. The following functions can be used
yield data:
cigarettes smoked under the 55/30 /2 metho d from standard FTC smoke

§l!

Kentucky
See Research Cigarettes at 7 (Tobacco and Health Research Institute, 1990);
smoke

ical testing and
Reference Cigarettes are standard reference cigarettes used for biolog
ky and are for sale to
Kentuc
of
sity
Univer
chemistry studies. They were developed by the
in consultation with
ined
determ
laboratories by the University. All physical characteristics were
various cigarette manufacturers.
fill

L., Borgerding,
Philipp, C., St. Charles, K., Norman, V., Whidby, J., Garman, J., Lewis,

tte Smoke Yields using
M., An Experiment To Determine the General Relationship Between Cigare
ed by Borgerding,
compil
,
an Alternative Puffing Regimen (55/3012) and the Standard FTC method
n-Salem, N.C. (June 23,
M., Bodnar, J., Willard, B., R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winsto
1997) at App. E.
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55/30/2 "Tar" = -0.0237*(FTC "Tar"? + 2.5042*(FTC "Tar")
R2 = 0.9819

+ 1.9394

55/30/2 Nicotine = -0.1l92*(FTC Nicotine? + 2.0529*(FTC Nicotine)
R2 = 0.9724
55/30/2 CO = -0.OO51*(FTC CO)2 + 1.4718*(FTC CO)
R2 = 0.9186

+ 0.2650

+ 6.6969

With respect to "tar," the observed differences between the values predicted by the
quadratic function and the measured values tend to be within 10 to 15 percent of the actual
response or less,W which is typical of analytical methods. Thus, the function provides
a reasonable means of predicting "tar" yields for the 55/30/2 method based on measured
FTC "tar" yields. Indeed, similar variations of 10 to 15 percent are expected from repeated
measurements within and between days when a single laboratory measures cigarettes with
"tar" yields as high as 50 milligrams.

In absolute terms, differences as large as six

milligrams of "tar" per cigarette between predicted and measured values for the 55/30/2·
method were observed. However, 85 percent of the differences were two milligrams per
cigarette or less, and 63 percent of the differences were one milligram per cigarette or
less.§!!
There also was good agreement between predicted values and observed values for
nicotine and CO tested under the 55/30/2 method.§' In both cases, the differences tended
to be 10 to 15 percent of the actual response, or less. With respect to nicotine, differences
as high as 0.4 milligrams per cigarette were observed, but 93 percent of the differences

W

[d. at 7.

~

ld. at 7-8.

~

Id. at 8.
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or less, which is
observed were 0.2 milligrams or less and 76 percent were 0.1 milligram
W
within the rounding error for the standard method.
the manufac
Consequently, based on data gathered in the experiment conducted by
can be predicted by
turers, it is clear that the yield ratings for the upper-tier testing method
means of an equation.

2.

The continuing valldity of the quadratic equations can be reconfirmed
periodically through actual machine testing.

ratings can
The continuing validity of the equations used to obtain estimated yield
/2 conditions. In
be reconfumed periodically through actual machine smoking at the 55/30
are replicable and
an effort to ensure that the equations already submitted to the Commission
which the equations
reliable, the manufacturers propose to replicate the experiment from
approves a testing
were derived within one year of the date on which the Commission
an experiment be
method that utilizes the equations. The manufacturers recommend that
equations used to
conducted every five years thereafter to reconfmn the validity of the
be similar to the
obtain ratings for the upper-tier testing method. The experiment should
ission's proposal
one discussed above. This recommendation is consistent with the Comm
ion of the proposed
to conduct a quinquennial review of its test method to assess the operat
system.§1I
e it does
The use of a multiplier is preferable to the upper-tier testing method becaus
a complex system of
not require the development of a new protocol or implementation of
Monoxide of the
See Federal Trade Commission, Report of "Tar", Nicotine, and Carbon
(explaining
1998)
IS,
Smoke of 1249 Varieties of Domestic Cigarettes for the year 1995 (Jan.
"rounding").

f!§J

§1j

FTC Proposal, 62 Fed. Reg. at 48,161.
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testing cigarettes, including the extensive level of validation required for a method practiced
day-to-day in many differ(:nt laboratories, and would serve the Commission's purpose.
The manufacturers recognize that the use of a multiplier (or,indeed, the existing test
method itself) cannot automatically be assumed to be appropriate in the case of cigarettes
with design parameters that fall outside of the wide range of design parameters of the
cigarettes that were used to establish the quadratic equation proposed by the manufacturers
to the Commission. Until cigarettes with alternative design parameters proliferate, these
instances should be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.
g.
Should the cigarette manufacturers be permitted to use the mathemntical
equations they submitted to the Commission to calculate the ratings that would be produced
by testing under the proposed upper-tier parameters? Why or why not? If the industry is
permitted to use such mathematical equations, should it continue to use 100 cigarettes,
rather than 50, to determine the lower-tier ratings? Why or why not?

1.

The manufacturers should be pennitted to use the mathematical
equations they have submitted to calculate the ratings that would be
produced by testing under the proposed upper-tier parameters.

The manufacturers are not convinced that a second number is warranted.

If,

however, a second number is required, they strongly support use of the mathematical
equations submitted to the Commission to calculate the ratings that would be produced by
testing under the proposed upper-tier parameters.

In an experiment conducted in four

different laboratories, the mathematical equations were carefully evaluated and found to be
viable. For a wide range of cigarette brand styles, the scientists found good agreement
between measured values and values predicted by empirically derived equations. Thus, the
equations will serve the purpose that they were intended to serve.
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tted by the
There are at least two additional reasons why the equations submi
ced by the uppermanufacturers should be used to generate the ratings sought to be produ
er testing system in
tier testing method. First, as discussed, implementation of a two-ti
ng machines would
which the upper-tier ratings were produced in the laboratory on smoki
generating upper-tier
be time-consuming and costly, while the time and cost associated with

d, the use of an
results by means of an equation would be comparatively small.l!!I Secon
validate the protocol
equation to generate the upper-tier results would eliminate the need to
years and countless
for the 55/30 /2 testing method, a process that could require two or more
undergone a formal
hours of labor. Although the current FTC testing method has never
ed to serve througll
validation process, it has been validated for the purpose it was design
validation":
30 years of interlaboratory use. This history of use serves as "de facto
been
Many test methods currently accepted by Federal agencies have
fic
scienti
considered validated based on their· history of use by the
(e.g.,
community, even though their operational characteristics
at the
shed
reproducibility and predictivity) may not have been fully establi
data is
time of adoption. Calculation of current performance using existing
com
be
can
ds
necessary so that the performance of new or revised metho
pared to the existing method.~
"round-robin"
In addition, the manufacturers and the TITL conduct semi-annual
unicated to FTC.
interlaboratory tests to ensure the reproducibility of results that are comm
on premised on
Consequently, if upper-tier ratings were generated by means of an equati
irm the validity
The costs associated with performing an experiment every five years to reconf
ch the annual costs
of the equations would be substantial. Nevertheless, the costs would not approa
tory.
associated with producing ratings for the upper-tier testing method in the labora
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and fl:uman
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, Department of Health
of The Ad
Report
A
s,
Services, Validation and Regulatory Acceptance of Toxicological Test Method
ds, NIH Publication
Hoc Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation ofAlternative Metho
No. 97-3981 (1997), at 16.
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based 011 results
yield figures from the existing FTC test method, those ratings would be
ted over time.
obtained from a method that, as a practical matter, already had been valida
2.

to
If the manufacturers are permitted to use a mathematical equation
to
generate the upper -tier results, a 100-cigarette sample should be used
generate the lower-tier results.

ttes could
As discussed, reducing the sample size from 100 cigarettes to 50 cigare
d. See answer to
have a negative impact on the reliability of the current FTC testing metho
potential problem,
question l(d). Maintaining the current sample size would avoid that
avoid the need for validation, and ensure historical continuity.

How much would the proposed two-tier testing system cost the cigarette
h.
the proposed
industry to implement as compared to the current system? How much would
rather than
two-tier testing system cost the cigarette industry to implement ijlOO cigarettes, ns to the
50, were smoked under each test condition? How much would the proposed revisio
to generate
test method cost the industry to implement ijmathematical equations were used
the upper-tier ratings?
1.

for
The cost of implementing a two-tier system would be high if results
tory.
the upper tier must be generated in the labora

-- the time
The greatest "costs" of implementing a two-tier system are costs in time
time it would take
it would take to develop and validate the upper-tier test method, and the
developed and
to conduct the second set of tests using the upper-tier test method, once
validated.
sible to
The dollar costs of implementing the upper-tier test method are impos
very preliminary
quantify with any confidence. The manufacturers are able to offer, as
entail, for them,
estimates, that implementation of the upper-tier method would
l operating costs
approximately $25 million in capital costs and $9 million in annua
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current
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smoking-machine testing method of which we are aware can serve is "to determine the
amount of tar and nicotine generated when a cigarette is smoked by machine in accordance
with the prescnbed method. "21/
2.

The evidence suggests that any compensation that may
occur is partial and may be of limited duration.

The Commission asks whether all or most smokers of lower-rated and more heavily
aerated cigarettes "compensate" for the lower yields by altering their puffmg behavior in
order to increase the yield. 2Y The evidence in support of such a phenomenon, however,
is highly equivocal. In fact, studies repeatedly have shown that "tar" and nicotine intake \
decreases when a smoker shifts to a cigarette with a lower FTC reported yield. Moreover,
to the extent that compensation occurs, all available evidence indicates that it is not complete
and it may be a phenomenon of limited duration. More important, the manufacturers are
unaware of evidence in the literature suggesting that it is possible to detennine any
"average" amount of compensation applicable to all smokers (or any given subset) that
would be an essential prerequisite to any meaningful attempt to adjust the proposed uppertier test to reflect such behavior. In short, there does not appear to be a scientifically valid
basis to modify the upper-tier test in response to a phenomenon of unknown applicability
across the spectrum of smokers.
Before reviewing the evidence, it may be useful to place the discussion of
"compensation" in perspective. Compensation generally is taken to mean increasing puff

'JJ!

FTC To Begin Cigarette Testing, FTC News Release, (Aug. 1, 1967).

Question 2a also raises the issue of vent blocking. For purposes of clarity, the response to
question 2a does not discuss the issue of vent blocking, which is addressed in the response to
question 2l:.
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to a change from
count or puff volume on a consistent and sustained basis in response
es variabilitY in
higher-yield to lower-yield cigarettes. However, everyday smoking involv
ay variability
the same discrete smoking behaviors and distinguishing between such everyd
of compensation,
and compensation is problematic. In order to understand the phenomenon
smoking behaviors.
it is important to focus on biological measures of human intake, not
r intake and what
Limited research has been conducted to date to determine actual smoke
The methods
research has been conducted has not been replicated in multiple laboratories.
testing, and are
currently in use to conduct such research are not suitable for standardized
the results of these
limited to estimating nicotine intake and not "tar" intake. In addition,
even of the same
studies do not, in any way, predict the likely intake of other smokers or
smokers in other environments or under other circumstances.
•

The most extensive studies to date have tended to find direct and linear
relationships between actual intake and FfC method yield.
ng behavior
Even those researchers who report rmding some compensation in smoki

"tar" and nicotine
generally conclude that smokers inhale somewhat lower quantities of

method. In any
when they smoke cigarettes with lower yields as measured by the FTC
that "compensation"
event, the studies discussed below do not provide support for the notion
lar degree to the
is an across-the-board behavior pattern that can be ascribed in any particu
ngful adjustment
majority of smokers. Thus, the manufacturers do not believe that a meani
ior of smokers
to the upper tier test can be made that would rationally reflect the behav
generally.
y behavior
According to Russell, for example, despite some apparent compensator
three major smoke
by some smokers of lower-yield cigarettes, "their intake of the
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ttes] to a statistically
compo nents [is] still lower [than that of smokers of higher-yield cigare
may appear partial ly to
and clinic ally significant degree. ":!ll Thus, even a smoker who
intake of "tar" and
compe nsate while smoking lower-yield cigarettes still has a lower
nicoti ne. W
d that plasm a
Simila rly, a 1992 study of 125 smokers by Rosa and colleagues showe
cotini ne.lev els varied directly with the yield of nicotine (as measu red

by a smoki ng machi ne)

ation betwe en daily
in the cigare ttes that they smoked. "The fmdings revealed a linear correl
ded that smoke rs did
nicotin e intake and serum levels of cotinine. "'W The report conclu
only partial ly when
not compe nsate when smoking low-nicotine cigarettes and compensated
smoki ng ultra-l ow-yie ld brands. J2I

intake in low tar·
Russell, M., et al., "Reduction of tar, nicotine and carbon monoxide
J. & Stitzer,
Zacny,
also
smokers," J. Epidemiology & Community Health 40:80, 83 (1986). See
g BehaVior," J. Pharm.&
M., "Cigarette Brand-Switching: Effects on Smoke Exposure and Smokin
Experimental Ther. 246(2):619 (1988).

W

in Wald, N. &
Stephen. A., et al., "Estimating the Extent of Compensatory Smoking,"
(1989) ("The
112
4,
101-11
Froggatt, P. (eds.), Nicotine, Smoking, and the Low Tar Programme
te smokers
cigaret
Low tar
studies are consistent in demonstrating that compensation is not complete.
et al., "How the steady
inhale less CO and nicotine than high tar cigarette smokers. "); Rosa, M.,
nicotine intake," Clinical
state cotinine concentration in cigarette smokers is directly related to
tionally to the FTC
Pharm. Ther. 52(3):324, 324 (1992)(cotinine levels of smokers decreased propor
"Population Characteristics
method yield of nicotine in the cigarettes smoked); Bridges, R., et al.,
m. & Behav. 37(1): 17,
and Cigarette Yields as Determinants of Smoke Exposure," Pharm., Bioche
e progressively with
increas
to
red
22 (1990) (plasma nicotine and cotinine concentrations "appea
y, Cigarette Yield
Histor
increasing nicotine yield of the cigarette"); Bridges, R., et al., "Smoking
atory Disease 69 (Supp.
and Smoking Behavior as Determinants of Smoke Exposure," Eur. J. Respir
significantly with plasma
146):129, 129 (1986) (FTC method nicotine yields of cigarettes correlated
method yield and the
FTC
the
n
cotinine levels in smokers, showing a linear relationship betwee
plasma cotinine measurements).
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te smokers is directly
Rosa, M., et al., "How the steady-state cotinine concentration in cigaret
.
related to nicotine intake," Clinical Pharm. Ther. 52(3):324, 327-328 (1992)
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· smokers
In 1988, Zacny and Stitzer conducted a brand-switching study in which
or lower yield
were switched from their usual brand of cigarettes to a brand with a higher
the levels of blood
(measured by the FTC method) in order to determine any changes in
the cotinine levels
serum cotinine and other biomarkers.!!1 Zacny and Stitzer reported that
than the levels in
in the smokers of ultra-Iow-yield cigarettes were significantly lower
smokers of low-yield
smokers of medium-yield cigarettes, and that the cotinine levels in the
ield cigarettes.
cigarettes were significantly lower than the levels in smokers of high-y
they concluded that
Although the authors thought that there had been some compensation,
ttes are related in
"nicotine, cotinine and CO exposure levels from commercial brand cigare
an orderly manner to cigarette yield. "W
and cotinine
A 1990 study of 170 male smokers also found that plasma nicotine
nicotine yield of the
concentrations "appeared to increase progressively with increasing
nicotine or cotinine
cigarette. "'121 The study found "linear relationships between plasma
cigarettes. "J!!!I
concentrations and the cigarette yield in smokers consuming filter

In

cigarettes correlated
addition, a 1986 study similarly found that the nicotine yield of

Exposure and
Zacny, J. & Stitzer, M., "Cigarette Brand-Switching: Effects on Smoke
.
Smoking Behavior," J. Pharma. & Experimental Ther. 246(2):619 (1988)
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Id. at 627.

inants of Smoke
Bridges, R., et al., "Population Characteristics and Cigarette Yields as Determ
Exposure," Pharm., Biochem. & Behav. 37:17 ,22 (1990).
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significantly with plasma cotinine levels and that the relationship between the reported FTC
yield and the plasma cotinine levels was linear.!!!
Byrd and others investigated the inter-individual variation of nicotine intake of 72
smokers who smoked ad libitum their usual brand cigarette.§!! Nicotine and some of its
metabolites were determined in 24-hour urine samples for smokers of brands with FTC
method yields from 0.1 to 1.2 milligrams of nicotine per cigarette. The correlation between
nicotine absorbed and FTC nicotine yield was positive and statistically significant, though
weak. These data show that, on average, compensation occurs for smokers of low yield
cigarettes but is incomplete.
Benowitz and Henningfield, in an editorial, have suggested that "[t]he variation in
intake [of nicotine] per cigarette is considerable ... ranging from 0.3 to 3.2 mg ...
depending on how the cigarette is smoked. "W Thus, they. suggested that a person who.
smokes a cigarette that typically delivers about one milligram of nicotine could increase the
yield of that cigarette to 3.2 milligrams -- a result that is 320 percent of the stated yield.
In fact, this claim is based on data that are too limited to support any general conclusions.
Benowitz and Henningfield cited two articles by Benowitz and colleagues as the sole
support for their 320-percent figure. One of those studies reported that, under certain test

§lI
Bridges, R., et al., "Smoking History, Cigarette Yield and Smoking Behavior as Determinants
of Smoke Exposure," Eur. J. Respiratory Disease 69 (Supp. 146):129, 136 (1986).

Byrd, G. et al., "A Further Study of FTC Yield and Nicotine Absorption in Smokers," 3nl
Annual Meeting of the Society for Research on Nicotine and Tobacco, Nashville TN, June 13-14,
1997.

§1!

Benowitz, N. & Henningfield, J., "Establishing A Nicotine Threshold for Addiction," New
Eng. J. Med. 331(2):123, 124 (1994).
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ird to 1'h times
condit ions, the nicotine derived by a group of smokers ranged from one-th
this range simply
the yields derived by the FTC method.§:4/ Quite apart from the fact that

half the 320-percent
brackets the FTC-predicted yield, the 1'h-times maximum is .less than
figure claim ed by Benowitz and Henningfield.
nicotine from
The second article did state that one person derived 3.2 milligrams of
rs apparently derived
a single cigarette with an FTC yield of one milligram. Other smoke
given to smoke.
as little as 0.37 milligrams from the one milligram cigarette that they were
of the study were
But in the report on that study, Benowitz acknowledged that the conditions
nsation:
extremely artificial and probably resulted in an excessive amount of compe
subjects
It is likely that the unusually high level of nicotine intake in our
10 to
reflects the fact that the subjects (who had not smoked for the previous
the
during
ttes
cigare
two
12 hours) knew that they could smoke only one or
rs can
next 12 hours. When access to cigarettes is restricted, cigarette smoke
ably
Presum
r.
greate
or
ld
increase their per-cigarette smoke intake by threefo
e
despit
this is what was occurring in our cigarette-deprived volunteers,·
ciga
instructions to smoke naturally. In addition, our subjects smoked these
is an
rettes through a cigarette holder (part of the smoke dosimeter), which
and
unnatural way to smoke and could have influenced smoking behavior
antici
or
nicotine intake. Effects of tobacco abstinence, either before testing
ior
pated after testing, and the use of cigarette holders on smoking behav
W
should be considered by other investigators.
•

ses when
Recen t review articles indica te that "tar" and nicoti ne intake decrea
peopl e switch to cigare ttes with lower FfC repor ted yields.
ries are related
An analysis of the recent literature confirms that FTC reported delive

ing studies, Scherer
to relative nicotine intake. In a recent meta-analysis of 18 brand-switch

g," Clinical
Benowitz, N. & Jacob, P., "Daily intake of nicotine during cigarette smokin
Pharm. Ther. 35:499, 501-02 (1984).
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y," Clinical
Benowitz, N., et al., "Stable isotope studies of nicotine kinetics and bioavailabilit
Pharm. Ther. 49:270, 275-276 (1991) (footnote omitted).
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was designed to
and KIus calculated a weighted average compensation index ("C!"), which
switched them
show the extent to which the sUbjects studied compensated when researchers
from their own brands to brands with lower

yields.~

(A "C!" of 0 means no

KIus reported a
compensation; a "CI" of 1 means complete compensation.) Scherer and
ts altered their
weighted average CI of 0.38. This CI suggests that while many study subjec
, they did not
smoking behavior to compensate upon switching to lower-yield brands
obtained while
compensate sufficiently to bring their intake of "tar'" and nicotine to the level
smoking their prior higher-yield cigarettes.
NCI Expert
A 1996 review of brand-switching experiments conducted for the
! Kozlowski
Committee on the FTC Cigarette Test Method reached a similar conclusion.!!
studies. The
and Pillitteri presented a chart describing the results of six brand-switching
ed from their
largest study reported 12 percent compensation for smokers who were switch
own brands to brands with a lower-reported yield.

Three other studies reported

nsation rate
compensation rates in the 30-percent range. The smallest study showed a compe
s that intake
of 49 percent and the remaining study showed a rate of 62 percent. It appear
ing on what was
was determined on the basis of plasma nicotine or plasma cotinine, depend
available.

EvalUation of the
Scherer, G. & Klus, H., "Cigarette Smoking And Compensation: An
W
Literature," Recent Adv. Tob. Sci., 23:197, 197 (1997).
rs of Lower Yield
Kozlowski, L. & Pillitteri, J., "Compensaiion for Nicotine by Smoke
g and Tobacco Control, The
Cigarettes," in U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Smokin

f1J

ide Yields of u.s.
FTC Cigarette Test Method for Determining Tar, Nicotine, and Carbon Monox
Cigarettes. Repon of the NCI Expen Committee 161, 163 (1996).
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from eight
A 1996 review by Pritchard and Robinson examined blood cotinine data
ing experiment
studies involving smokers who, instead of being subjected to a brand-switch
at the time of the
in the laboratory, had voluntarily switched to a lower-yield brand that
linear correlation·
experiment was their usual brand.§!! The authors reported that "[t]he
The correlation was
between blood cotinine and usual-brand nicotine yield is 0.542. "W
considering the
statistically significant and the authors characterized it as "remarkably high"
2JlI They stated:
range of factors that might influence study results.

of
The regression line . . . indicates incomplete compensation on the order
rs
50%, that is, roughly midway between complete compensation (all smoke
rs
absorbing the same level of nicotine regardless of FTC yield) and smoke
The~
absorbing the exact FTC yield of nicotine for their particular brand.
ct to
produ
g
1.0-m
a
from
ing
data indicate that on average a smoker switch
25%
a
e
a 0.5-mg product would, after several weeks of adjustment, achiev
an
reduction in nicotine· intake. This is not to say one could not fmd
one
fmd
(or
individual 'permanent switcher' who completely compensates
lower
who does not compensate at all). It is to say that, on average,
e.2!/
nicotin
of
nicotine-yield cigarettes are associated with a lower intake
suggest that
These reviews of the scientific literature on compensation strongly
se their intake of
smokers who compensate when switching to lower-yield cigarettes decrea

nicotine yield,
Pritchard, W. & Robinson, J., "Examining the relation between usual-brand
Psychoplumnacology,
blood cotinine concentration and the Nicotine-'Compensation' Hypothesis,"
124:282-284(1996).
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be occurring, the
"tar" and nicotine. Thus, whatever compensatory smoking behavior may
ior. 2Y
FTC rating s should not be adjusted in an attempt to reflect this behav
•

Studie s suggest that compe nsatio n is at most a pheno meno n
of limited durati on.

from higherEven those studies reporting that smokers compensate when switching
menon of limited
yield to lower-yield cigarettes acknowledge that compensation is a pheno
wski and Pillitteri
duration. For example, in their review of brand-switching studies, Kozlo
cted over a very
recognized that many of the existing brand-switching studies were condu
changes in smoking
short term. 2Y Thus, although such studies may provide insight into
-yield to a lower-yield
behavior that occur immediately after a person switches from a higher
a person has grown
brand , they do not necessarily reflect changes that might occur after
a surprise to discover
accustomed to smoking a lower-yield brand. Surely it would not be
with a different yield,
that some smokers take time to become acclimated to a new cigarette
ior.
and that this process of acclimation is reflected in their puffmg behav
behavior over
A 1992 study by Rosa and colleagues that examined compensatory
d periods.2!' The
time found that those smokers who compensate do so for only limite

in Wald, N. &
Stephen, A., et al., "Estimating The Extent of Compensatory Smoking,"
112 (1989) ("The studies
Froggatt, P. (OOs.) Nicotine, Smoking And The Low Tar Programme 101,
tar cigarette smokers
Low
te.
comple
not
are . ',' consistent in demonstrating that compensation is
inhale less CO and nicotine than high tar cigarette smokers. ").
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of Lower Yield
Kozlowski, L. & Pillitteri, J., "Compensation for Nicotine by Smokers
Tobacco Control, The
Cigarettes," in U.S, Department of Health and Human Services, Smoking and
ide Yields of u.s.
FTC Cigarette Test Method for Determining Tar, Nicotine, and Carbon Monox
Cigarettes, Report of the NCI Expert Committee 161, 162 (1996).
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smokers is directly
Rosa, M., et al., "How the steady-state cotinine concentration in cigarette
See also Bridges, R., et
related to nicotine intake," Clinical Pharm. Ther. 52(3):324, 328 (1992).
(continued...)
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authors found that several studies do not take into consideration the time of accommodation
to fit a

neW

level of nicotine.

In a 1995 study, Reeves and Dixon switched smokers from one brand to another but
kept each smoker within his or her accustomed yield category. In theory, this eliminated
the time factor and allowed the authors to examine the effect of brand switching in isolation.
Discussing the results of their study, they stated:
The data outlined in this paper clearly demonstrates [sic] that puff volumes,
durations and pressures, both in terms of 'per cigarette' and 'puff-by-puff,'
were similar for the three products with machine derived tar yields of 14, 9
and 6 mg. These results appear to contradict the results of previous short

term switching studies which claim that low tar products are smoked more
intensely thon higher tar products.~1
Commenting more generally on the issue of short-term studies that detect evidence
of compensatory smoking behavior, Reeves and Dixon observed:
Short-term switching studies may indeed demonstrate that a smoker who is
unfamiliar with a product of lower delivery may smoke in a more 'intense'
manner. Smokers are driven by a number of sensory cues such as taste,
irritation, impact, and mouth feel. The intensities of many of these sensory
cues are related to the tar and nicotine deliveries of the product. Thus a
smoker accustomed to a specific set of sensory intensities from a full flavour
product may, when smoking a lower delivery product, alter his behaviour in
. an attempt to 'maximize' the sensory intensities from the lower delivery
product.2.§I

'W

(, .. continued)

al., "Smoking History, Cigarette Yield and Smoking Behavior as Detenninants of Smoke Exposure, "
Eur. J. Respiratory Disease 69 (Supp. 146):129-137 (1986);
W Reeves, N. & Dixon, M., "The Measurement of Human Smoking Behaviour And the Influence
of Mainstream Smoke Deliveries on Changes in Behavioural Parameters," CORESTA Smoke &
Technology Groups, Vienna, Austria, Presentation No. ST19 (Sept. 10-14,1995) (emphasis added).

[d. at 5-6. But see Djordjevic, M., et al., "Self-Regulation of Smoking Intensity. Smoke
Yields of The Low-Nicotine, Low-'Tar' Cigarettes," Carcinogenesis 16(9):2015,2015 (1995) (in
(continued...)
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ensation"
Benow itz and Henningfield -- perhaps the leading proponents of the "comp
rary:
theory today -- stated in 1994 that compensation appears to be tempo
ttes
Overcompensation (i.e., inhaling more smoke from low-nicotine cigare
days or
than from higher-yield brands) appears, however, to persist only for
ts
subjec
weeks . In long-term studies of carbon monoxide exposure after
s not to
switched to lower-yield cigarettes, compensatory oversmoking appear
persist. 'lJI

Could compensatory smoking behavior be incorporated into the test by using
b.
eters for
different test parameters for different groups of cigarettes (i.e. higher test param
so, how·
If
lower rated cigarettes and lower test parameters for higher rated cigarettes)?
be applied
many different groups of cigarettes should there be, and what parameters should
using
Would
to each group? .Where should the line(s) separating the groups be drawn?
either side
different sets ofparameters overemphasize differences in yields between brands on
line(s) to
g
dividin
of the diViding line(s)? Would it cause cigarettes on either side of the
ial outcomes
"switch rankings" with respect to their upper tier ratings? If so, do these potent
make the use of different parameters for different cigarettes undesirable?
1.

Different groups of cigarettes should not be tested under
different testing parameters.

cigarettes more
The fundamental flaw in implementing a protocol that smoked some
of the central tenets
intensively than others is that such a protocol would conflict with one
FTC stated in 1967
of the Commission's testing -- the need for a uniform test method. The
purpose measu remen t
that "the uniform method determined by the Commission has as its
d according to that
of the tar and nicotine generated by cigarettes when smoke
procedure. "2.§I

( ... continued)
"low-nicotine" brands
a preliminary study of 12 subjects, finding that people smoking their own
their own "medium
g
smokin
under laboratory conditions smoked more intensively than people
nicotine" brands).

'J§!

Addiction," New
Benowitz, N. & Henningfield, J., "Establishing a Nicotine Threshold for
Eng. J. Med. 331(2):123, 125 (1994).

'!11

2§J

FTC To Begin Cigarette Testing, FTC News Release (Aug. 1, 1967).
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In 1978, the FTC explained the significance of a "uniform method":
[T]he FTC's "tar" and nicotine values represented valid standards for making
comparisons among different cigarettes. Thus, if the consumer smoked each
different cigarette the same way, he would inhale ."tar" and nicotine in
amounts proportional to the relative value of the FTC figures.l!2I
higher-yield
A testing method that smoked lower-yield cigarettes more intensely and
comparisons. "
cigarettes less intensively would not provide a "valid standard[ ] for making
the relative
That is because such a method would not al10w the consumer to determine
d different
amounts of "tar" and nicotine that he or she would inhale if he or she smoke
of difference
cigarettes in "the same way" (or even in a "similar way"), as the degree
between the tests would itself be arbitrary.
ly than
In addition, a testing method that smoked lower-yield cigarettes more intense
risons" even
higher-yield cigarettes would not provide a "valid standard[ ] for making compa
If a smoker
to a smoker who actual1y did smoke different cigarettes in different ways.

r will do so
changes puffmg behavior in response to changes in cigarette yield, the smoke
ical smoking
in a unique way, not in a uniform and consistent way. The routine analyt

e in puffmg
machine, by contrast, can incorporate only a uniform and consistent chang
g behavior
parameters that almost certainly would not reflect possible chailges in the puffm
r.
of any smoker, let alone changes in the behavior of each individual smoke
behavior,
. Since routine analytical smoking machines cannot replicate human smoking
could mislead
a system that smokes lower-yield and higher-yield cigarettes differently
consumers.

'!JJ

more
A test protocol under which lower-yield cigarettes were smoked

(1978)
FTC, Cigarette Advenising and Other Promotional Practices, 43 Fed. Reg. 11,856

(announcement of decision).
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intensively and higher-yield cigarettes less intensively would not reflect the effects of
reported compensatory smoking behavior. As the FTC stated in 1967, such a protocol
would only "determine the amount of tar and nicotine generated when a cigarette is smoked
by machine in accordance with the prescribed method. "!Q!!I
Thus, from a consumer information staIldpoint, it would be misleading to implement
a test protocol under which lower-yield cigarettes were smoked more intensely than higheryield cigarettes. Any line drawn between higher-yield and lower-yield cigarettes would be
arbitrary and not based on objective, scientific considerations.
2.

A protocol under which higher-yield cigarettes were smoked less intensely
than lower-yield cigarettes could lead to misleading shifts in the cigarette
ratings.
.

The Commission stated that it declined to propose a .protocol under which higheryield cigarettes are smoked less intensively than lower-yield cigarettes because "using
different puff parameters for different groups of cigarettes could artificially distort the
rankings of brands near the dividing line between those groups. "Wi The manufacturers
concur with the Commission's reasoning and oppose the implementation of such a protocol.
Regardless of where the line between higher-yield and lower-yield cigarettes was
drawn, it is possible that subjecting higher-yield brands to a less intensive smoking regimen
than

lower~yield

brands would result in misleading shifts in the ratings. If, for example,

all brands with an FTC reported "tar" yield of 6 milligrams or less were classified as
"lower-yield," then all such brands would be subjected to a more intensive smoking regimen

J.2!lI

FTC To Begin Cigarette Testing, FTC News Release (Aug. I, 1967).

.!!!Jl

FTC Proposal, 62 Fed. Reg. at 48,160.
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Thus, for example,
than brand s with an FTC reported "tar" yield of seven or higher.
a "tar" yield of 6.4
following the Commission's rules for rounding yield data, a brand with
intensively than
millig rams (which rounds down to 6 milligrams) would be smoked more
The effect could
a brand with a yield of 6.6 milligrams (which rounds up to 7 milligrams).
higher-yield brand.
be to raise the rating of the lower-yield brand above the rating of the

In the FTC' s words, the brands would "switch rankings."
d that causes
Such switches in the rankings would be misleading and a testing metho
application of more
brands to "switch rankings" should be avoided. Those who support the
apparently believe
intense smoking parameters to lower-yield cigarettes do so because they
intensely than higher~
that scientific studies show that people smoke lower-yield brands more
one has claimed that
yield brand s. As far as the manufacturers are aware, however, no
ed "tar" yield of .
scientific studies show that people smoke a cigarette with an FTC report
reported "tar" yield
6.4 milligrams more intensely than they smoke a cigarette with an FTC

assumes that a person
of 6.6 milligrams. Indeed, the scientific literature on "compensation"
manner.
will smoke two brands with similar FTC reported yields in a similar
and subjecting
Drawing a line between two brands with very similar FTC yields
ially conveying an
them to different smoking regimens could mislead consumers, potent
provide significantly
apparently erroneous message that two very similar brands ordinarily
different yields to the smoker.
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c.
Could the effect of compensatory smoking behavior be incorporated into the
test by blocking some or all of the aeration vents during testing? What does the available
evidence demonstrate about the prevalence of vent blocking and about the percentage of
vents that are blocked by those smokers who do engage in vent blocking? What effect, if
any, does vent blocking have on smokers' pufffrequency, pUff volume, and puff duration?
If vent blocking were to be included in the upper tier of testing, how should that blocking
be accomplished? Ifvent blocking were used to generate upper-tier tar and nicotine yields,
would this lead cigarette companies to switch from filter aeration to some other method of
creating lower yield cigarettes? If so, what would be the effect on the relevance of the
upper-tier yields?
1.

Filter ventilation is an important means of reducing "tar" and nicotine
yields.

Filter (or "tip") ventilation is provided by rendering a portion of the fIlter wrap
(tipping and plugwrap) air-penneable..!!lY

During puffmg, some air enters the fIlter

directly, reducing the amount of air drawn past the cigarette coal, and thereby reducing the
effective puff volume. As a consequence, the overall reduction in smoke yield is roughly
proportional to the degree of ventilation. Filter ventilation has been one of the most
effective cigarette design tools available to reduce FTC reported smoking yields, as
evidenced by the trends in FTC "tar" and nicotine yields obtained over 30 years of testing.

Browne, C., The Design of Cigarettes 74 (1990); Kiefer, J., "Ventilated Filters and Their
Effect on Smoke Composition," Recent Adv. Tob. Sa., 4:69-83 (1978); Nonnan, V., "The Effect
of Perforated Tipping Paper on the Yield of Various Smoke Components," Beitr. Tabakforsh.,
7(5):282-287 (1974).

!S!l!

Filter ventilation is achieved through the use of a perforated tipping paper (outer layer that
is general1y cork or white in color) and a porous or nonporous plugwrap, which is the paper holding
the filter fibers together in a rod-shaped configuration. Tipping papers may be perforated by
mechanical, electrostatic, or laser methods prior to cigarette making, and these tippings are used with
a porous plugwrap. Other tipping and plugwrap papers are nonporous, and the filter ventilation is
achieved through laser perforation of the filter tip after cigarettes are made. The degree of
ventilation with both types of perforations is varied by the number and size of the perforations. In
cases of highly air-diluted cigarettes, multiple rows of perforations may be necessary to achieve the
ventilation level desired. Regardless of the method used, a discrete region of air penneability is
provided around the filter circumference between about 11 and 17 mm from the mouthend of the
filter.
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2.

Incorporating a vent blocking parameter into the puffing
regimen presents a number of technical problems that may
affect the replicability of results.

Dr. Borgerding has outlined some of the difficulties that are likely to arise if
ventilation hole blocking is performed in the laboratory as part of a testing method.
The practical aspects of 50% vent blocking are prohibitive. No automated
procedure currently exists for blocking filter ventilation holes halfway with
tape or glue. In experiments reported to date, fIlter ventilation has been
partially occluded by manual application of tape or glue. It is likely that
such a process will increase smoke yield variability for a given cigarette
.
103/
popuI allon....
According to Dr. Borgerding, effects that may occur in the laboratory when technicians
attempt to block vent holes are deformation of the cigarette and loss of tobacco from the
cigarette rod. He stated: "Both effects will increase variability." He concluded that "it is
best to avoid manual manipulation of cigarettes if consistent, reproducible analysis results
are desired." 104/
Under regulations published by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health, the
manufacturers recently reported nicotine yields obtained when cigarettes were tested on a
smoking machine using smoking parameters that incorporated a partial vent-blocking
condition. During the course of that testing, researchers discovered a variety of practical
issues and problems.

Many of those practical issues and problems are discussed in

Appendix A.

Borgerding, M., "The FTC Method in 1997 - What Alternative Smoking Condition(s) Does
the Future Hold?" Recent Adv. Tab. Sci. 23:75, 124-127 (1997).

WI

!QiI

[d. at 127.
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3.

The protocol should not be modified to incorporate a vent
blocking condition.

A routine analytical smoking machine cannot reflect hypothesized human vent
blocking behavior because such a smoking machine cannot smoke the way a human being
smokes.

Consequently, any effort to make that smoking machine reflect vent-blocking

behavior would generate new numbers, but those numbers would not necessarily bear any
real relationship to actual individual smoking behavior.
As discussed in more detail below, the available literature appears to support the
view that some smokers may block some ventilation holes during some puffs, but there is
not support for the proposition that a "significant" percentage of smokers engage in ventblocking to a large degree. More

importan~,

to the extent that vent-blocking may occur, it

clearly varies from smoker to smoker and, for a particular smoker, it may vary from one
cigarette to the next. Therefore, it is entirely unclear how, if at all, the upper-tier method
could be adjusted to reflect this behavior in a way that would be meaningful to a majority
of smokers. Finally, the effects of any vent-blocking that does occur are at least partially
"incorporated" already in the proposed upper-tier test method, which includes puffmg
conditions that, according to the Commission, are "substantially more intensive than the
'average' smoking conditions identified by the Surgeon General. "
. 4.

The evidence that vent-blocking occurs is extremely limited and
inconclusive.

The Commission has stated its tentative conclusion that "[r]esearch suggests that a
significant number of smokers of ventilated 'low tar' and 'ultra low tar' cigarettes block
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ch indicates that
some aerati on holes some of the time. "w.' In fact, to the contrary, resear

arelatively small fraction of smokers may block some ventilation holes some of the time.
tion holes as a test
Such scatte red evidence is not sufficient to justify occluding ventila
parameter.
the view that
Stain Patter n Studies. The evidence commonly cited in support of
five studies that use
a "significant" number of smokers block ventilation holes comes from
on the hypothesis
the stain-pattern method developed by Kozlowski. That method is based
depending upon the
that the stain patterns on the mouthend of a filter tip will differ
percentage of ventilation holes that the· smoker has blocked.

To determine whether a.

look at the stain
particular filter shows evidence of hole blocking, a trained observei: must
ard" set of patterns
patterns on themo uthen d and compare them with a purportedly "stand
developed with the assistance of a smoking machine.
arized in
The evidence from studies using the stain-pattern method is summ
Table l.l!l!il

overall
Combining the data from the studies listed in Table 1 shows that

approximately 4 percent of examined filters were judged by researchers

to be totally blocked

and Kozlowski
while up to 29 percent were judged to be partially blocked. Both Zacny
s made by their
have expressed doubts about the reliability of some of the classification
omitted, then only
researchers..!QZ1 If all of the filters with questionable classifications are

l!llI

FTC Proposal, 62 Fed. Reg. at 48,160 n.16.

" Recent Adv.
Baker, R. & Lewis, L., "Filter Ventilation -- Has There Been A 'Cover-Up'?,
Tob. Sci., 23:152, 162 (1997).
ly blocked.
Zacny indicated that, although he classified 28 percent of filters studies as partial
!!IJJ
the discrimination
in fact over 78 percent of those filters were in a "questionable category in which
(continued...)

lW
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to have been "partiallY
10 percen t of all filters were judged with some degree of confidence
issue -- we omit only
blocke d." If -- deferring to Kozlo wski's recent comments on this
wski fllters, the figure
those filters that Zacny stated were questionable and retain the Kozlo
rises to 11 percent. JlllI

WI

(... continued)

Stitzer, M., "Cigarette
between unblocked and partially blocked was difficult." Zacny, J. &
J. Pharmacology &
Brand-Switching: Effects on Smoke Exposure and Smoking Behavior,"
study, Kozlowski
Experimental. 17zerapeutics 246(2):619-27, 623 (1988). Similarly, in a 1982
were in fact
filters
these
that
but
d
reported that 44 percent of the filters studied were partially blocke
to Smokers
Yields
the
"impossible to judge with any confidence." Kozlowski, L. et al., "Estimating
Filter-Cigarettes," Brit.
of Tar, Nicotine, and Carbon Monoxide From the 'Lowest Yield' Ventilated
J. ofAddiction 77:159, 161 (1982).
m, Kozlowski has
In a letter to the Director of the Massachusetts Tobacco Control Progra
WI
to jUdge with
sible
"impos
explained that when he wrote that the stain pattern on certain filters was
r ventilation holes were
any confidence, ,. he did not mean that he lacked confidence regarding whethe
of the vent blocking.
blocked or not. His lack of confidence apparently was related to the source
Tobacco Control
husetts
Massac
Letter from Dr. Lynn Kozlowski to Dr. Gregory Connolly,
of
less what Kozlowski
Program, March 23, 1997, at 6 [hereinafter "Letter to Connolly"]. Regard
sible to judge with
meant when he said that the stain patterns on some filters were "impos
not change the analysis.
confidence," the relatively small number of filters involved -- 17 -- does
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Table J.
Literature Reports of Vent Blocking Incidence
Percent
Completely
Blocked (#)

Percent
Partially
Blocked (#)

39

J.5 (6)

44 (17)

39

1631

0.1 (2)

28 (457)

10

Kozlowski lW
(1988)

135

19 (25)

39 (53)

n.a.

Kozlowskiml

14

21 (3)

29 (4)

14

158

27 (43)

26 (42)

n.a.

1977

4 (79)

29 (573)

# Filters
Reference
Kozlowskil2!!

Examined

Number of
Smokers

(1982)

zacnyO'0!
(1988)

(1989)

Kozlowskil.lll
(J.994)

Combined

What evidence there is from the stain-pattern method suggesting that vent blocking
occurs has been derived almost exclusively from filters of brands with FTC reported "tar"

Kozlowski, L., et al., "Estimating the Yields to Smokers of Tar, Nicotine, and Carbon
Monoxide From the 'Lowest Yield' Ventilated Filter-Cigarettes," Brit. J. of Addiction 77: 159-65
(1982).

li!i!

Zacny, J. & Stitzer, M., "Cigarette Brand-Switching: Effects on Smoke Exposure and
Smoking Behavior," J. Pharm. & Exper. Therapeutics 246 (2):619-27 (1988).

J.!Q!

Kozlowski, L., et al., "Prevalence of the Misuse of U1tra-Low-Tar Cigarettes by Blocking
Filter Vents," Am. J. Public Health 78-6:694-95 (1988).

ill!

Kozlowski, L., et aI., "Self-Selected Blocking of Vents on Low-Yield Cigarettes," Pharm.
Biochem. & Behavior 33(4):815-19 (1989).

ill!

Kozlowski, L., et al., "Misuse of 'Light' Cigarettes by Means of Vent Blocking," J. of
Substance Abuse 6:333-336 (1994).

ill!
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yields of one to four milligrams. Only in his 1994 study did Kozlowski gather any evidence
with respect to "light" cigarettes.lliI
Some researchers have called into question the validity of the stain-pattern method
as a means of detecting ventilation hole blocking. In 1983 Lombardo reported the results
of a study designed to evaluate the method. Lombardo stated:
. The mean accuracy of correct labeling of the 10 unblocked cigarette butts
which subjects smoked without a cigarette holder was only 37%, or little
better than chance. In contrast, 82 % of unblocked cigarettes smoked by
subjects through holders were correctly labelled . . "
This rmding
underscores the need for rigid control in the preparation and standardization
of cigarette butts in evaluating ventilation hole blocking detection
accuracy. illl
Lombardo concluded: "It is possible that, even with trained raters, the detection of
ventilation hole blocking in smokers may prove too unreliable to be useful. "lliI
Kozlowski himself recently expressed doubts about the usefulness of the method.
The results of this study indicate that the stain pattern technique
(Kozlowski et aI., 1988) is best suited to detect the presence versus absence
of vent blocking rather than the extent of vent blocking. . .. [T]he stain
pattern technique cannot validly discriminate between a 50% effective lip
block and a 100% effective tape block. This difficulty in discriminating

In his letter to the Director of the Massachusetts Tobacco Control Program, Kozlowski states:
"What scientific evidence we have indicates that the blocking of vents for Lights is about as likely
as the blocking of vents in Ultra-lights." Letter to Connolly, Massachusetts Tobacco Control
Program, at 6. The point, however, is that there is virtually no scientific evidence on "lights," and
that the evidence concerning "ultra-lights" is of questionable validity.

ill!

Lombardo, T. et al., "When Low Tar Cigarettes Yield High Tar: Cigarette Filter Ventilation
Hole Blocking and Its Detection," Addictive Behav. 8:67-69,68 (1983).

ill!

ill!

[d. at 69 (emphasis in original).
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extent of blocking is consistent with other recent research on the use of this
technique (pillitteri et al., 1994).117/
In fact, even this may be an overstatement of the method's value because Kozlowski did not
attempt to evaluate the method's ability to discriminate between, for example, 5 percent
effective vent-blocking and 100 percent effective vent-blocking. In other words,given the
available evidence, the most that might be said for the stain-pattern method by its advocates
is that it can show that some people sometimes block some ventilation holes.
Studies of the stain patterns on unblocked mters have cast further doubt on the utility
of the stain pattern method.1J!I In a recent discussion of these studies, Baker and Lewis
wrote:
[E]ven with completely unblocked ventilation zones and standard smoking
machine test conditions, the mter stain pattern obtained depends on a number
of factors such as the degree of ventilation, the number and size of the
ventilation holes, the number of rows of holes, and the depth into which the
holes perforate the mter (as when holes are perforated by on-line laser).
Depending on the combination of these factors, stain patterns of unblocked
ventilated filters can range from a distinct "buH's eye" pattern to an almost
uniform diffuse pattern with staining across the entire filter end.!W

Kozlowski, L. et al., "Blocking Cigarette Filter Vents With Lips More Than Doubles Carbon
Monoxide Intake From Ultra-Low Tar Cigarettes," Exper. and Clin. Pharm. 4(4), 404-408, 407
(1996). The article cited in the quotation is: Pillitteri, J., et al., "Detection of Vent-Blocking on
Light And Ultralight Cigarettes," Pharmacal. Biochem. and Beh. 48(2):539-542 (1994).

J11!

Helms, A., "The Concentration of Tar, Nicotine, And Carbon Monoxide in the Smoke of
Ventilated Filter Cigarettes: Comparison of Different Types of Filter Ventilations," Presented at
CORESTA Smoke Study Group Meeting, Florence, Italy (October 1983); Helms, A., "Influence of
Laser Perforation of Cigarette Filters on The Smoke Composition: Influence of The Depth of
Holes," Presented at CORESTA Congress, Vienna Austria (October 1984); Shibata, M., et al.,
"Study of Cross Sectional Smoke Distribution in Cigarette Filters," in Collection of The Smoke And
Technology Group Papers at The CORESTA Congress - Yokohama, Japan 69-77 (1996) .

.!.!!!

Baker, R. & Lewis, L., "Filter Ventilation - Has There Been A 'Cover-Up'?," RecentAdv.
Tob. Sci., 23:152, 164 (1997).

.!.!2!
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Baker and Lewis concluded that "the presence or absence of a distinctive 'bull's eye'
staining pattern, as used by Kozlowski and co-workers, is not necessarily related to the
incidence of vent blocking. "ll!!!
The difficulties with the studies in Table 1 are not confmed to problems with the
stain pattern method. A number of other problems must be addressed before attempting to

•
draw any conclusions from the published data:
o

The total number of smokers whose behavior has been examined directly by
researchers in published hole blocking studies is fewer than 1oo.ill! Kozlowski
has attempted to downplay the relatively small number of people sampled by
emphasizing the overlaps in the confidence intervals in the published literature. w

o

The 1989 Kozlowski study involved people smoking in a laboratory and the 1982
Kozlowski study involved interviews conducted at work.' Subjects may smoke
differently when smoking at home alone, at work, or in other more "natural"
settings.

o

Some of the studies have been conducted using test cigarettes or brands other than
those ordinarily smoked by the study subjects. People may smoke differently when
smoking their own brands.

o

Of the five studies listed in Table I, only three report the number of smokers studied
and of those only one -- Zacny (1988) -- examined more than one fl1ter per smoker.
Thus, from the published literature it is impossible to determine whether a smoker
who reportedly blocks vent holes always blocks vent holes or always blocks the same
number of vent holes, whether smoking the same cigarette or from cigarette to
cigarette.

m

./d. at 166.

In his 1994 study, Kozlowski indirectly examined the behavior of an indeterminate number
of smokers when he collected a large number of butts from ash trays in a public space and then
examined stain patterns on the filters of 158 butts from "light" cigarettes. In his 1988 study,
Kozlowski indirectly examined the behavior of an indetemrinate number of smokers when he
collected a large number of butts from ash trays in a public space and then examined stain patterns
on the filters of 135 butts from "ultra-light" cigarettes. Even assuming these 293 butts were
produced by 293 smokers, the tota) number of smokers discussed in the literature is extremely small.

ill!

ill!

Letter to Connolly, Massachusetts Tobacco Control Program, at 3.
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o

Because the stain pattern method requires examination of the mouthend of the
cigarette only after the cigarette has been entirely smoked, the method cannot be
used to determine whether smokers who apparently block vent holes do so during
every puff. It also cannot be used to determine whether smokers who block vent
holes block the same number of vent holes during each puff.

Mouth insertion studies.

Other researchers have studied the depth to which

smokers typically insert a cigarette in their mouths. Most of these researchers have made
measurements on used filter cigarette butts from ash trays in pubs, restaurants, shopping
areas, and other public areas. The results of these studies are summarized in Table 2. m/
In a 1974 study, Schulz obtained a visible imprint of the smoker's lips using lipstick

marks..!l4/

One study tested for a starch-iodine reaction on the tipping paper.!W

In

studies conducted during the 1980s, researchers calculated insertion depths by measuring.
the enzyme alpha-amylase in dried saliva on the filter tips..lW More recent studies have
used a solution of ninhydrin in water on the tipping paper to detect amino acids in dried
saliva.!W

Finally, Hill tried a different technique in 1983 when he video recorded

smokers in profile in the laboratory then measured insertion depths on the video
screen.!W

Baker, R. & Lewis, L., "Filter Ventilation - Has There Been A 'Cover-Up'?," Recent Adv.
Tob. Sci. 23:152, 174 (1997) (Tab IIl).

!J!N

JlS

See id. at 171.

mt

See id.

l1!i!

See id.

l1!!

See id.

!J!N

Seeid. at 171-72.
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The results of the mouth insertion depth studies are remarkably consistent across

four

of Hill, the
countries over 20 years. With the exception of the laboratory-based studies
millimeters.
mean values of insertion depth all fall in a narrow range between 10.1 and 11.5
d by Hill, all
It should be noted, moreover, that with the exception of the results reporte
end of the
values reported are maximums. They represent the distance from the mouth
the smoking
cigarette to the outer limit of the region covered by the smoker's lips during

d that outer
of that cigarette. There is no way to determine whether the smoker's lips reache
tte was lit.
limit during one puff, during every puff, between puffs, or before the cigare

TABLE 2
Cigarette Mouth Insertion Depth Studies
Maximum
Depth

Insertion
(DIm)

Reference

Study description

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Number of
Butts

Technique

Schulz
(1974)

Germany, 300 smokers
(pubs, etc. )

10.9

2.1

441

Lipstick

Barkemeyer
(1984)

Germany, 41 smokers

(pubs, etc. )

11.5

3.0

560

Amylase

Barkemeyer
(1984)

Switzerland (pubs, etc.)

10.4

3.8

1410

Amylase

McBride
(1984)

Canada, non-ventilated
cigs (shopping malls)

11.0

4.6

290

Amylase

McBride
(1984)

Canada, ventilated cigs
(shopping malls)

11.1

4.8

205

Amylase

Dunn (1997)

Canada, non-ventilated
cigs (shopping malls)

11.0

3.6

1003

Ninhydrin

Dunn (1997)

Canada, ventilated cigs
(shopping malls)

10.6

3.6

1229

Ninhydrin

Lewis (1995)

USA (in-house and public
ashtrays)

10.1

3.9

236

Ninhydrin

Hill (1983)

UK (laboratory)

Max. 8.3
Min. 5.3

2.6
3.0

26

Starch-coated
filter

UK (laboratory)

Max. 9.1
Min. 4.3

1.4
1.1

23

Hill (1983)

Video recording

'"

'"
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Baker and Lewis used infonnation from the recent large Canadian study of insertion
depth to calculate the proportion of smokers that may block, partially block or not block
ventilation holes with their lips. The results show that:
the percentage of smokers who leave the ventilation zone completely
uncovered by their lips increases from 53 percent to 97 percent as the
ventilation zone is moved from 10 mm to 18 mm from the cigarette mouth
end. Of those smokers who do cover the ventilation zone, at a vent zone
position of 10 mm less than one-fifth of them would cover the zone
completely..!W
Baker and Lewis note that the 10 most popular brands of ventilated cigarettes in the United
States have ventilation zones positioned 11 or more millimeters from the mouthend of the
cigarette.llQI As the ventilation zone moves from 11 millimeter~ to 18 millimeters, the
percentage of people who might be blocking ventilation holes during at least one puff drops
from 36% to just over 3%.lllI
The results of the lip insertion depth studies appear to corroborate the view that some
smokers may block some ventilation holes during some puffs. The data do not support any
other generalization. In particular, there is no basis for the Commission's statement that
the percentage of people who block ventilation holes is "significant."
Even if one concludes that some vent-blocking occurs some of the time, recent
studies suggest that concerns about the effects of any vent-blocking on cigarette yields may
be overdrawn.

J]2f

Baker and Lewis have reported that there is a non-linear relationship

Baker, R. & Lewis, L., "Filter Ventilation -- Has There Been A 'Cover-Up'?," Recent Adv.

Tab. Sci. 23:152, 177 (1997).
llQI

[d. at 190.

ill!

[d. at 177.
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between the degree of blockage and its effect on filter ventilation..!.W This means, for
example, that blocking 50 percent of the vent holes will not necessarily lead to a 50 percent
drop in the ventilation of the cigarette. This non-linearity increases as the percentage of
filter ventilation increases.1~1

For example, 50 percent blocking of a 20 percent

ventilated filter reduced the ventilation from 20 percent to 12 percent.~ The equivalent
blocking of a 90 percent ventilated filter, however, reduces the effective ventilation to about

81 percent.
Perhaps more importantly, research suggests that there is a non-linear relationship
between the percentage of ventilation holes blocked and the "tar" and nicotine yield of the
cigarette.J.W Using Roper's results, Baker and Lewis assumed that a smoker might cover
a maximum of 25 percent of the ventilation holes with fmgers and a maximum of 50 percent
with the \ips.ill' They concluded that "maximum vent blocking by fmgers in every puff
would increase the TPM [i.e., total particulate matter] of the ultra low 'tar' cigarette from

Baker, R. & Lewis, L., "Filter Ventilation - Has There Been A 'Cover-Up'?," Recent Adv.
Tab. Sci., 23:152, 181 (1997).

ill!

The percentage of filter ventilation is a measure of the proportion of air that enters a puff
through the filter perforations rather than through the tobacco rod of a cigarette. If a vented filter
design affords 50 percent ventilation, 17.5 milliliters of air enter through the vents, and 17.5
milliliters are drawn through the coal for a standard puff volume (as defined by the FTC test
method) of 35 milliliters.

ill!

Baker, R. & Lewis, L., "Filter Ventilation - Has There Been A 'Cover-Up'?," Recent Adv.
Tab. Sci., 23:152, 182 (1997).

lliI

DarraH, K., "Smoking Machine Parameters And Cigarette Smoke Yields," The Sci. of the
Total Env., 74:263-278 (1988); Roper, W., Reemtsma, Germany, UnpUblished results (1997)
discussed in Baker, R. & Lewis, L., "Filter Ventilation -- Has There Been A 'Cover-Up'?," Recent
Adv. Tab. Sci. 23:152-96 (1997).
ill!

ill!

Baker, R. & Lewis, L., "Filter Ventilation -- Has There Been A 'Cover-Up'?," Recent Adv.

Tab. Sci., 23:152, 183 (1997).
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1.3 to 1.6 mg and from 6.7 to 7.4 mg for the light 'tar' cigarette. "lW "Maximum vent
blocking by lips in every puff would increase the TPM yield of the ultra low 'tar' cigarette
from 1.3 to 2.5 mg and from 6.7 to 8.1 mg for the light 'tar' cigarette."U!!
Baker and Lewis also described Roper's attempt to combine data on the likely
distribution of vent blocking in the smoking population with data on the yield effects of
ventilation hole blocking,lA2/ Table 3 indicates the estimated percentage of smokers that
might obtain a specified yield or range of yields from a cigarette.llQI ("Tar" yields were
obtained on a smoking machine set to the standard FTC/ISO smoking parameters for puff
volume, frequency and interval.) The estimates assume that vent-blOCking takes place in
every puff. If this assumption is false, then the yields would be lower across the board than
those specified in Table 3.

J1J.!

[d.

la'

[d.

J12!

[d.

l£!I

[d. at 186 (Table N).
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Table 3
on "Tar" Yield s
Effec t of Distr ibutio n of Venti lation Zone Cover by Lips
Full

Flavo r

Ultra

Light

Light
'Is

Yield
(mg)

'Is

Yield
(mg)

'Is

Smoke rs

Smoke rs

Yield
(mg)

Smoke rs

11.9

48

6.7

64

2.2

55

12.0- 12.4

43

6.8-7 .2

22

2.3-2 .7

13

12.5- 12.9

5

7.3-7 .7

10

2.8-3 .2

11

13.0- 13.4

3

7.8-8 .2

3

3.3-3 .7

7

.13.5 -13.9

1

8.3-8 .7

1

3.8-4 .2

3

4.3-4 .7

4

4.8-5 .2

4

5.3-5 .7

2

5.8-6 .2

1

sions could
Although much more research would need to pe done before fum conclu
Critics have focused
be drawn, the implications of Table 3 nevertheless are quite important.
cts, suggesting that
attention on reported ventilation hole blocking in lower-yield produ
tions between full
ventilation hole blocking boosts yields to the point where the distinc
flavor, light and ultra- light cigarettes might become meaningless.
ng does
In fact, according to Table 3, assuming that SOme ventilation hole blocki
t of such smokers
occur among smokers of ultra-light products, between 79 and 86 percen
yield of the lowestwould still obtain yields that were more than 50 percent less than the
research indicates no
yield light products tested (i.e., 6.7 mg). Under these conditions, the
reported yield of
smoker of ultra-light cigarettes obtained a yield that would equal the FTC
obtain a yield that
a light cigarette and, a fonion, no smoker of Ultra-light cigarettes would
r way, smokers of
approached that of a full flavor cigarette. To put the same point anothe
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gh sometimes the
ultra-light cigarettes would ordinarily obtain an ultra-light yield, althou
yield may be higher than the yield measured by the FTC method.
tion holes
It is therefore possible that even if some smokers do block some ventila
ely small.
some of the time, the actual effect on the yields that they obtain may be relativ
ine the basic
Moreo ver, if there is any effect on yields, it is not sufficient to underm
smokers smoke
distinction between full flavor, light and ultra-light cigarettes. Thus, when
in their mouths will
cigarettes with lower FTC reported yields, the yield that they receive
be lower. They also will inhale lower quantities of "tar" and nicotine.

5.

e,
Evidence concerning the effect of vent block ing on puff volum
frequency and durati on is limited and inconclusive.

conducted
Studies that measure changes in puff volume, frequency and duration are
in laboratory settings under unnatural conditions.

Sometimes flow-measuring devices

such studies are
actually are attached to the cigarette while the smoker smokes. Typically,
limited to a small number of subjects.
ttes with the
In a 1986 study, Zacny and colleagues studied people smoking cigare
In one phase of
vent holes unblocked, 50-percent blocked, or l00-percent blocked.illf
measured smoki ng
the study, researchers allowed the smokers' puffmg behavior to vary, but
at shorter interp uff
topography. They reported that subjects took significantly more puffs
50 or 100 perce nt of
intervals and larger puff volumes with vent holes unblocked than with
the holes blocked.~

Topography And
Zacny, J., et al., "Cigarette Filter Vent Blocking: Effects on Smoking
5-1252 (1986).
Carbon Monoxide Exposure," Phannacol. Biochem. and Behav. 25:124

ill!

19J

[d. at 1248.
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Researchers from Brown & Williamson Tobacco and British American Tobacco
recently reported results from a study showing that, for cigarettes with FTC "tar" yields of
from one to three milligrams, the mean puff number showed a statistically significant drop
from more than nine with ventilation holes unblocked to approximately seven with
ventilation holes 100 percent blocked. ill!

The change inpuff number for cigarettes with

higher yields was not statistically significant.

The researchers also reported that, for

cigarettes with "tar" yields of one to three milligrams and cigarettes with "tar" yields of
four to six milligrams, there was a statistically significant drop in mean puff volume and ,
total puff volume when 50 percent or 100 percent of ventilation holes were covered. They
concluded that vent-blocking does alter smokers' puffmg behavior.
Clearly, a great deal more research would have to be conducted before the FTC
could draw any conclusions about the relationship between ventilation hole blocking, puff
volume, puff frequency and puff duration.

d.
Could the effects of compensatory smoking behavior be incorporated into
mathematical equations or multipliers that could be applied to the current FTC ratings to
calculate "compensation-adjusted" ratings? Do existing studies ofsmoking behaviorprovide
a sufficient basis to create an equation or set of multipliers that could be used to
approximate the compensation effect? How closely could equations approximate the
compensation effect? What degree of accuracy is necessary? Would an approximation be
acceptable? Can existing studies measuring nicotine intake of smokers be used to nwke
inferences about tar intake, or is the effect of compensation behavior likely to be different
for tar and nicotine ?

Ayya, N., et al., "Measurement of Puffing Behaviour in Lights & Ultra Smokers with
Ventilation Holes Partially And Fully Blocked," Presented at the 51st Tobacco Chemists Research
Conference, Winston-Salem, NC (September 1997).

~
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1.

A multiplier is not appropriate to reflect compensation because
compensation, to the extent it actually occurs, is a behavior that varies
among smokers and cigarettes smoked.

The FTC test method was not designed to reflect -- and cannot be made to reflect
-- human smoking behavior. Moreover, existing studies concerning compensation and vent
blocking are insufficient to justify making changes in the FTC smoking method or in the
proposed upper-tier testing method. Consequently, such studies do not "provide a sufficient
basis" for developing an equation to "adjust" the current FTC ratings to take account of
purported compensatory behavior and vent-hole blocking.
The Commission asks how closely equations could "approximate the compensation
effect. " For the reasons discussed above, any notion of "the compensation effect" is
questionable. Assuming that compensation and vent-hole blocking do occur, these behaviors
will vary from smoker to smoker and, for a particUlar smoker, from one cigarette to the
next. Thus, an equation or set of multipliers could not approximate a single "compensation
effect" because "the" compensation effect does not exist. There is no equation to simulate
,.

human behavior or compensation. Such a multiplier would therefore, of necessity, be
arbitrary.
While theoretically an equation might attempt t6 approximate the "average" effects
of compensation or vent-blocking as reported in scientific studies, as the Commission stated
in 1967, "[l]here are too many variables as to both smokers and smoking conditions for any
average to be meaningful. "lliI

lli!

As discussed above, Kozlowski and Pillitteri cited six

FTC To Begin Cigarette Testing, FTC News Release, (Aug. 1, 1967).
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studies reporting average rates of compensation ranging from 12 to 62 percent. llit
Consequently, it would not be meaningful to speculate about the "degree of accuracy" that
an equation approximating an "average" should achieve.
2.

Equations could be developed that would "adjust" current
FfC yields to produce desired results.

On purely mathematical grounds, of course, it always is possible to devise an
equation that will relate two sets of numbers. Thus, one could define a particular set of
numbers as "ratings that take into account compensation and ventilation hole blocking," and
develop an equation that would relate those "ratings" to the current FTC ratings.

The

equation would do no more, however, than state a mathematical relationship between two
arbitrarily defIned sets of numbers.~
3.

Advertising Disclosures and Consumer Education

a.
Is the language ofeither ofthe proposed disclosures for cigarette advertising
(Attachments A and B) likely to communicate effectively to consumers that their tar and
nicotine intake from a cigarette will vary depending on how they smoke it?

The legend of Attachment B ("How much tar and nicotine you get from a cigarette
depends on how intensely you smoke it") conveys in a simple and straightforward fashion

Kozlowski, L. & Pillitteri, J., "Compensation for Nicotine by Smokers of Lower Yield
Cigarettes," in U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Smoking and Tobacco Control. The
FTC Cigarette Test Methodfor Determining Tar, Nicotine. and Carbon Monoxide Yields of u.s.
Cigarettes, Report of the NCI Expert Committee 161, 163 (1996).

ill.!

~
As noted above, the Massachusetts Department of Public Health has mandated that the
manufacturers report nicotine yield data obtained from a testing method that incorporates a
ventilation hole blocking parameter. See 105 CMR 660.I02(B)(3) and Appendix 2C. The
manufacturers offered to develop an equation or "multiplier" that would allow them to generate such
yield data without conducting laboratory tests, but the Department did not pennit them to do so for
purposes of the initial report. The Department has permitted the manufacturers to use a multiplier
in 1998 for cigarettes with a national market share of 1.5 percent or less.
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the precise message that "tar" and nicotine intake from a cigarette will vary depending on
how it is smoked, with the clear implication that more intense smoking produces higher
"tar" and nicotine delivery and less intense smoking produces lower "tar" and nicotine

delivery.
The legend of Attachment A also conveys two messages. But the first message
("There's. no such thing as a safe smoke") is a message about smoking and health - not a
message about the relationship between smoking behavior and. "tar" and nicotine intake.
Because it is a message about smoking and health, it would not be within the Commission's
power to reqUire.!W The second message ("Even cigarettes with low ratings can give you
high amounts of tar and nicotine. It depends on how you. smoke. ") is ambiguous because
it uses terms of comparison that are themselves undefmed (What is a "low amount" of "tar"
and nicotine? What is a "high amount" of "tar" and nicotine?). The manufacturers believe
that the second message is also incomplete, because it does not mention, conversely, the
possibility that smokers may be able to get as little "tar" and nicotine from a higher-yield
cigarette as from a lower-yield cigarette, depending on how they smoke.

b.
Are the proposed disclosures likely to be more effective in conveying useful
information to consumers than current advertising disclosures? What changes, if any. should
be made to either the content (including the specific words used) or the layout of either of
the disclosures? Are there other disclosure formats that would be more effective?
. The legend set forth in Attachment B would appear to provide a simple and straight
forward way of conveying the precise message that "tar" and nicotine intake from a

Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act ("FCLAA"), 15 U.S.C. § 1331 et seq.
Compare the proposed statement ("There's no such thing as a safe smoke.") with the statements
required by FCLAA. See. e.g., FCLAA, 15 U.S.C. § 1333(a)(I) & (2) ("Quitting Smoking Now
Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health. ").

l£lJ
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cigarette will vary depending on how it is smoked, with the clear implication that more
"intense" smoking produces higher "tar" and nicotine delivery and less "intense" smoking
produces lower "tar" and nicotine delivery. As also discussed, it is unnecessary, and may
be misleading, to include dual smoking-machine yield ratings to help reinforce that message.
Research should be undertaken to determine consumer take-away and the likelihood of
resultant behavior changes prior to the implementation of educational efforts.
The dual ratings and legend should not be included within a border, as Attachments
A and B both appear to contemplate. Such a format would place the ratings and legend on
a par with the Surgeon General's warnings. The ratings and any legend should continue to
be presented, as the ratings are presented today, in conspicuous type in contrasting color
with the background on which it appears, and in the same size and place.

c.
What effect, if any, is either of the proposed disclosures likely to !UJve on
consumers' purchases of cigarettes and/or their smoking behavior? Is there reason to
believe this information will affect smoking intensity, brand choice, and/or the decision
whether to quit smoking, and if so, how?
See answer to Question la, above. Extensive consumer research would be required
to predict with confidence the effect on consumers of either disclosure.
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d.
The proposed disclosures do not contain information regarding carbon
monoxide ratings. Should information regarding carbon monoxide ratings be included in
any disclosure format that is adopted? Why or why not? If such information is provided.
how should it be done? How closely do carbon monoxide ratings obtained in smoking
machine tests correlate with tar and nicotine ratings?
Cigarette advertisements currently carry, as one of the four rotating Surgeon
General's health warnings, the message that "Cigarette Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide."
Without research, it cannot be known whether including the CO ratings for a particular
brand style with the "tar" and nicotine ratings that are currently displayed for the brand style
would influence a smoker's choice of cigarette or the smoker's basic decision to smoke.
Results from an experiment conducted last year to determine the general relationship
between cigarette yields using an alternative puffmg regimen and the standard FTC puffmg
regimenJ48/ provide insight into the correlation between CO yields with either "tar" or
nicotine ratings obtained in machine tests. From the study, it is clear that CO ratings
increase as either "tar" or nicotine ratings increase' when cigarettes are tested with the
standard FTC puffmg regimen.

For fIltered cigarettes, a strong linear relationship is

observed between CO yields and either "tar" or nicotine yields.~ Non-filtered cigarettes
yield less CO than would be expected from a filtered cigarette with equivalent "tar" or
nicotine yields. Similar relationships between CO yields and either "tar" or nicotine yields

Philipp, C., St. Charles, K., Norman, V., Whidby, J., Garman, J., Lewis, L.,
Borgerding, M., An Experiment to Determine the General Relationship Between Cigarette Smoke
Yields Using an Alternative Puffing Regimen (55/30/2) and the Standard FTC Method, compiled by
Borgerding, M., Bodnar, J., Willard, B., R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N.C.
(June 23, 1997).

Wi!

While the relationship is not perfect, filtered-cigarette carbon monoxide yields are highly
correlated with standard "tar" yields (carbon monoxide rating = 0.93 * FTC "tar rating + 1.31; R2
= 0.90) and nicotine yields (carbon monoxide rating = 13.6 • FTC "tar" rating + 0.6; R2 = 0.88).

ill!
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presented in two
are observ ed at the proposed upper-tier regimen. Data from this study are
charts on the following pages.

the
Should the disclosures include information concerning the ratio of
e.
to
ation
inform
cigarette's tar and nicotine ratings? Would these ratios provide useful
smokers?
ion of such
The disclosure should not include information on ratios. The inclus
is already too
information would further complicate a proposed rating system that
addition, interested
complicated and would appear to serve no meaningful purpose. In
be undertaken to
consumers could calculate such a ratio for themselves. Research should
changes prior to the
determine consumer take-away and the likelihood of resultant behavior
implementation of educational efforts.

text
Would it be necessary to require that the disclosures be printed in black
/.
embodied in the
on a white background, or would it be sufficient to retain the standard
be clear and
cigarette manufacturers' 1970 agreement -- that is, that .the disclosure
prominent?
"clearly and
The terms of the 1970 agreement that the disclosures be made
sting with the color
prominently" and "in a color (including black or white) clearly contra
be printed in black
of the background should be continued. Requiring that the disclosures
Surgeon Gener al's
text on a white background would place the disclosures on a par with the
warnings.
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g.
What kinds of disclosures and public education efforts should be undertaken
to inform smokers about compensatory smoking? What evidence exists on the likelihood that
smokers will change their behavior when advised of compensatory smoking techniques and
how to avoid them? Can graphic techniques used by researchers to measure compensatory
smoking (e.g., color and stain pattern matching) be used by consumers to evaluate the extent
of their own compensatory smoking?
As discussed above, "compensatory smoking" is a weakly documented phenomenon,
and such documentation as there is indicated that such behavior is partial and may be of
limited duration. We are unaware of any evidence showing that smokers do change their
behavior when advised of "compensatory smoking techniques," and we are unaware of any
evidence showing how they change their behavior when so advised.

h.
What kinds of consumer education messages should be created to inform
smokers of the presence offilter vents and of the importance ofnot blocking them with their
fingers or lips?
The manufacturers are not convinced that vent-blocking is a sufficiently common or
documented phenomenon that smokers should be alerted to the presence of filter vents and
instructed not to block the vents.

The manufacturers believe that extensive consumer

research would need to be conducted to determine the pervasiveness of vent blocking as well
as consumer perception of any proposed messages and their likely effect upon consumer
behavior, if any, prior to dissemination of the proposed messages.
The Commission in any event is authorized to ensure that advertising is truthful, not
to instruct consumers about how to act.

What other kinds of consumer education messages should accompany the
Commission's revision of the cigarette test method?
i.

The manufacturers are not opposed to the dissemination of consumer education
messages with the Commission's revision of the cigarette test method.

However, the
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to determine the
manufacturers believe that consumer research would need to be conducted
likely effect upon
consumer perception of proposed educational messages, and their
tion messages.
consu mer behavior, if any, prior to the dissemination of consumer educa

How would the proposed new testing method and each of the various
possible
alternative methods that were considered likely complement or detract from
consumer education initiatives?
j.

opinion with
In the absence of consumer research, the manufacturers can express no
respect to bow the proposed new testing method and each of the various

alternative methods

mer education
considered would likely complement or detract from any proposed consu
initiatives.
ge that a
The legend set forth in Attachment B is sufficient to convey the messa
tte depending on
smoker can receive varying amounts of "tar" and nicotine from a cigare
yields and less . ,,
how the cigarette is smoked, with more intense smoking prqducing higher
sed two-tier test
intense smoking producing lower yields. On the other band, the propo
are not reliable
method threatens to undermine the message that smoking machine yields
surrogates for actual smoker intake.
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4.

Other Possible Policy Options

Rather than move to a two-tier test method, would it be preferable to continue
ising
to test cigarettes under a single protocol and use consumer education and an advert
what
that
and
ent,
disclosure to infonn consumers what the ratings do and do not repres
it? If
smokers get from any particular cigarette depends in large part on how they smoke
, 35
second
2
a
uses
so, should cigarettes continue to be tested under a protocol that
What fonn
milliliter puff every minute, or should different smoking parameters be used?
hase)
ofpurc
point
the
should such consumer education take (e.g., informational materials at
and what should it say?
a.

test method
As discussed above, the manufacturers are not convinced that a two-tier
e a smoker gets
is necessary to communicate the message that how much "tar" and nicotin
a method has the
from a cigarette depends on how the cigarette is smoked, and indeed such
results bracket the
downside potential of misleading smokers into believing that the new test
e that a rating
range of actual human intake. For that reason, the manufacturers believ

"

\

be continued. For \
system with a single "tar" and nicotine number per brand style should
ing smokers, we
purposes of historical continuity, and to avoid the potential for confus
ue to be used. A
believe that the current smoking-machine test parameters should contin
t arbitrary set of
new arbitrary set of parameters would be no better than the curren
parameters.

to
Despite our belief that adequate infonnation is currently available

ment B to reinforce
consumers, supplementing the rating with the legend set forth in Attach
tte depends on
the message that how much "tar" and nicotine a smoker gets from a cigare
riate means of
how intensely the cigarette is smoked would appear to be an approp
communicating with consumers.
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Rather than move to a two-tier test method, would it be preferable to drop all
b.
so inherently
FTC approval of the tar and nicotine testing system? Are all potential ratings
to succeed,
flawed and misleading, and/he possibilities for improving the system so unlikely
a change
that use of any numerical tar and nicotine ratings should be ended? Would such
g, and if
affect smoking intensity, brand choice, and/or the decision whether to quit smokin
so, how?
advertising
"Tar'i and nicotine ratings have been an established feature of cigarette
~---------~
use those ratings in
for over 25 years, and the manufacturers believe that some smokers

-- .

-:--

--- -

ced by operating
making brand style choices Such ratings are not "flawed": they are produ
r are such ratings
the smoking machines according to the prescribed test method. Neithe
smokers. The FTC
misleading: the real issue is whether they are properly understood by
ent actual human
reported ratings certainly are misunderstood if they are thought to repres
intake (a misunderstanding that a dual-rating system may inadvertently foster)

, or if they are

nicotine indicated
thought to signify that a smoker receives the same amount of "tar" and
is important is that
from a cigarette. regardless of how the cigarette is smoked. What
understanding can
smokers understand what the ratings do and do not represent. Such an
as by a legend in
be fostered through public education efforts by the Commission as well
smoker gets from a
cigarette advertising making clear that how much "tar" and nicotine a
cigarette depends on how intensely the cigarette is smoked.

Should the cigarette test method attempt to measure or otherwise account for
c.
do so? Is the
the bioavailability of the nicotine in different cigarettes? If so, how should it
l model by
alkalinity of the nicotine a surrogate for bioavailability? Is there a mathematica
information?
which bioavailability can be computedfrom nicotine yield, alkalinity, and other
1.

nt for
The test method should not attem pt to measu re or otherwise accou
the bioavailability of nicotine in differ ent cigare ttes.

ity" of the
Rather than attempt to measure or otherwise account for the "bioavailabil
, that almost all
nicotine delivered to smokers, the test should assume what is widely known
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of the nicotine inhaled by smokers is absorbed,lsol and that the "alkalinity of nicotine" or
cigarette smoke will not increase the amount of or rate at which nicotine is absorbed by
smokers in the lung. lliI
The manufacturers do not believe that the term "bioavailability" is meaningful or
useful in this context. "Bioavailability" is defmed in a recenttext as "[t]he degree and rate
at which a substance (as a drug) is absorbed into a living system or is made available at the
site of physiological activity. "ill! The "bioavailability" of nicotine could depend on many.
independent variables other than those associated with the cigarette itself, including (but not
limited to) number of puffs taken by a smoker; nature of the puffs (inhaled or not, depth
of pUff, duration of puff, frequency of puffs, time the puff remainS in the body); nature of

U.S. Department of Health and HwilanServices, The Health Consequences of Smoking:
Nicotine Addiction: A Repon of the Surgeon General 29 (1988).

J2!I

See, infra, notes 153 to 157 and accompanying text. See. e.g., U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, The Health Consequences of Smoking Mcotine Addiction: A Repon of the
Surgeon General 29 (1988); Russell, M., "Cigarettes Smoking: A Dependence on High Nicotine
Boli," Drug Metabolism Rev. 8(1): 29-57, 41 (1978); Slade, J., "Nicotine Delivery Devices," in The
Disease of Nicotine Addiction 3-23, 4 (1993); Benowitz, N., "Pharmacologic Aspects of Cigarette
Smoking and Nicotine Addiction," New Eng. J. Med. 319 (20): 1318-30 (1988); and Schievelbein,
H., "Nicotine Reabsorption and Gate in Nicotine and the Tobacco Smoking Habit," in Balfar, D.
(ed.), International Encyclopedia of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Section 119:4 (1984).

ill!

Absorption of nicotine in the mouth has been shown to be pH-dependent. However, the
amount of nicotine absorbed in the mouth of a cigarette smoker is so small as to be nearly
meaningless. Moreover, nicotine is absorbed more slowly when it is absorbed in the mouth. U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, The Health Consequences of Smoking: Mcotine
Addiction: A Repon of the Surgeon General 29 (1988). Lunell, E., et. al., "Nicotine Deposition
and Body Distribution from A Nicotine Inhaler And A Cigarette Studied With Positron Emission
TomographY," Clin. Pharma. Ther., 59(5): 593-94 (1996); Schuh, K., et. al., "Nicotine Nasal Spray
And Vapor Inhaler: Abuse Liability Assessment," Psychopharm. 130: 352-61 (1997); Bergstrom,
M., et. al., "Regional Deposition of Inhaled "C-Nicotine Vapor in The Human Airway as Visualized
by Positron Emission Tomography," Clin. Pharm. Ther. 57(3): 309-17(1995).
ill!

Merriam Webster's Medical Desk Dictionary; Merriam-Webster Inc.: Springfield, MA, 1986.
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the smoker (weight, individual metabolism characteristics, possibly age and sex, time of day
of smoking) and what activities the smoker has performed. Because of the independent
variables, there is no uniformly accepted experimental technique or measurement to quantify
"the bioavailability of the nicotine in different cigarettes." Based on the above defmition,
there is no specification as to what "degree and rate" means and no indication as to what
"site of physiological activity" means. Consequently, use of the term "bioavailability" is
both ambiguous and vague.
2.

Is the alkalinity of the nicotine a surrogate for bioavailability?

As noted above, the manufacturers believe that the cigarette test method should not

attempt to measure or otherwise account for the "bioavailability" of the nicotine delivered
to smokers.

This means, therefore, that the manufacturers, do not believe that using a

"surrogate" for bioavailability would'be appropriate. To the extent that others seek to have
such a surrogate, the use of the "alkalinity of nicotine" as such a surrogate would be
inappropriate. As the Surgeon General noted in 1988:
When tobacco smoke reaches the small airways and alveoli of the lung, the
nicotine is rapidly absorbed. The rapid absorption of nicotine from cigarette
smoke through the lung occurs because of the huge surface area of the alveoli
and small airways and because ofdissolution of nicotine at physiological pH

(approximately 7.4), whichfadUtates transfer across cell membranes)!JJ
Similarly, in 1978, Russell stated:
Although the pH of the smoke of many cigarettes is acidic . . ., absorption
of nicotine via the lungs is nevertheless extremely rapid. This is probably
partIy due to the vast surface area for absorption and partly that the pH of

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, The Health Consequences of Smoking:
Nicotine Addiction: A Report of the Surgeon General at 29 (1988) (emphasis added).

ill!
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the alveolar surface fluids is around 7.4 as opposed to 5.5 in the case of
cigarette smoke. illl
A number of researchers have acknowledged that the "pH of cigarette smoke" has
little effect on the ability of a smoker to "absorb" nicotine fo11owing inhalation. For
example, Slade stated that:
[t]he lungs present an enormous surface area for inhaled smoke, and even
ionized nicotine is readily absorbed across the respiratory epithelium with an
efficiency of over 90% ..!.W
Similarly, Benowitz acknowledged that the "pH of tobacco smoke" has little effect
on the absorption of nicotine: "When tobacco smoke reaches the sma11 airways and alveoli
of the lung, the nicotine is absorbed rapidly, regardless of the pH of the smoke."~
Other researchers similarly have stated that "the absorption of nicotine through the alveoli
of [the] lung seems to be related simply to the concentration of the alkaloid in the smoke,
and that the influence of the pH of the aqueous phase of the smoke is negligible. "mJ

3.

There is no mathematical model for predicting the
bioavailability of nicotine.

The manufacturers believe that the cigarette test method should assume that almost
all of the nicotine inhaled by smokers is absorbed and that the "alkalinity of nicotine" or

Russell, M., "Cigarette Smoking: A Dependence on High-Nicotine Boli," Drug Metabolism
Revs. 8(1):29, 41 (1978) (emphasis added).
~

Slade, J., "Nicotine Delivery Devices," in The Disease of Nicotine Addiction 3, 4 (1993)
(citation omitted and emphasis added).
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Benowitz, N., "Phannacologic Aspects of Cigarette Smoking and Nicotine Addiction," New

Eng. J. Med. 319(20):1318, 1321 (1988) (emphasis added).
J§1J
Schievelbem, H., "Nicotine Resorption and Fate in Nicotine and the Tobacco Smoking
Habit," in Balfar, D. (ed.), International Encyclopedia of Pharmacology and Therapeutics § 119:4
(1984).
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cigarette smoke will not increase the rate at which nicotine is absorbed in the lung.
Accordingly, the creation of a mathematical model by which to measure bioavailability is
unnecessary.

d.
If the effect of compensatory smoking behavior is not incorporated in the tar
and nicotine ratings. should a disclosure warning smokers about compensatory smoking
behavior be required in all ads? Would such a disclosure likely be effective in reinforcing
the consumer education efforts?
The manufacturers are not convinced that compensatory smoking behavior is a
sufficiently common or documented phenomenon that consumers should be alerted to its
existence, and they believe that consumer research would needto be conducted to determine
the pervasiveness of the behavior as well as consumer perception of any proposed disclosure
and its effect, if any, on consumer behavior. However, should the Commission determine
that a disclosure is warranted, the manufacturers believe the legend set forth in Attachment
B is sufficient to convey the message that a smoker can receive varying amounts of "tar"
and nicotine from a cigarette depending on how the cigarette is smoked, with more intense
smoking producing higher yields and less intense smoking producing lower yields.

5.

Other Issues

a.
What available evidence exists concerning how consumers view cigarettes with,
relatively low tar and nicotine ratings and their perception of the relative risks of smoking
such cigarettes rather than full flavor cigarettes?
. The manufacturers are unaware of evidence concerning such consumer views and
perceptions except to the extent that such evidence is presented in the Report of the NCI
Expert Committee. ill'
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U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Smoking and Tobacco Control, The FTC
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b.
Do the biological markers used to estimate nicotine ingestion in human
smoking studies provide adequate estimates of likely tar ingestion? If not, what other
evidence can be used to predict tar intake?
1.

There are no good biomarkers for "tar" ingestion, although
nicotine and its metabolites have been used.

The ideal quantitative biomarker of "tar" intake should be: (1) specific to cigarette
smoke; (2) highly correlated with "tar" yield across diverse cigarette constructions and
across individual and situational differences in smoking style; and (3) detectable by wellvalidated and sensitive analytical methods. There are no biomarkers that satisfy all of these
criteria fully.
Nicotine is not a good biomarker for "tar" for many reasons, though it may well be
the best candidate currently available, given that all other possibilities have many
experimental and conceptual problems with their use as biomarkers for "tar."
First, nicotine and "tar" are very different in terms of their chemical and physical
properties. "Tar" is a mixture of thousands of compounds; there is no one "tar," as "tar"
can vary from cigarette to cigarette, from brand to brand, and from day to day. Indeed,
the chemical composition of "tar" can change during storage. Nicotine is a specific, unique
and well-documented single substance of defmed chemical and physical properties. It is
perhaps naive to consider that anyone substance can serve as a surrogate or biomarker for
"tar.

~

If·'

(...continued)
Cigarette Test Method for Determining Tar, Nicotine, and Carbon Monoxide Yields of U.S.
Cigarettes, Repon of the NCI Expen Committee (1996).
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Nicotine, and all metabolites of nicotine, have a specific problem in their potential
use as a biomarker for "tar." The nicotine-to-"tar" ratio (by the FTC method, by the ISO
method, and by the various other methods which attempt to determine possible compensation
and vent blocking by smokers) varies with the "tar" yield. It is well-known that products
with higher filtration and dilution have a lower nicotine-to-"tar" ratio than full-flavored
products. The existence of different nicotine-to-"tar" ratios in commercial cigarettes makes
nicotine an inaccurate biomarker for "tar." Consider, for example, a smoker who smokes
one full-flavor cigarette with 16 mg "tar" and 1.1 mg. nicotine, and a smoker who smokes
eleven low delivery cigarettes with a delivery of 1 mg "tar" and 0.1 mg of nicotine in the
same fashion.

The research conducted to date would suggest that both smokers would

absorb the same amount of nicotine (1.1 mg); however,

thefl~

would be a vast difference in

their absorption of "tar": one smoker gets 16 mg, and the other gets 11 mg. The difference
between these two "tar" numbers approaches 50%. Therefore, at any given nicotine level,
a smoker could absorb a vast range of "tar" yields -- which could vary as much as 50% -"
depending on the number and type of cigarettes smoked. As a result, from the perspective
of the products themselves, nicotine is not an accurate biomarker for "tar."
In addition, from the perspective of the individual smoker, the significantly different
ways consumers smoke and the consequent unpredictable relationship between nicotirie yield
and "tar" yield can also render the use of nicotine as a biomarker ineffective for "tar." This
conclusion holds for all metabolites of nicotine, as the concentration of a nicotine metabolite
(as a function of time) must, in some fashion, be related to the concentration (as a function
of time) of nicotine.
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the
Some have cited variations in the "tar"{nicotine ratio as a ground for criticizing
Committee
use of nicotine as a biomarker for "tar." In his presentation to the NCI Ad Hoc
on the FTC test method, Benowitz stated that:
when cigarettes are smoked more intensely, the tar-to-nicotine ratio of low
yield cigarettes increases sUbstantially. Thus, when smokers compensate for
low-yield cigarettes by smoking them more intensely, the tar-to-nicotine ratio
increases. Therefore, tar-to-nicotine ratios published by the FTC method
cannot be used to make estimates of what the overall tar exposure will be for
actUal smokers.~
2.

Carbon monoxide (CO) and thiocyanate are not rellable as
biomarkers.

etric
"Tar," as the term relates to cigarette yield, refers specifically to a gravim
c filter under
quantity of condensable smoke particles (not gas phase) caught on a specifi
components
strictly controlled smoking conditions. CO and hydrogen cyanide are gas phase
cyanide..!J!!lI
of cigarette smoke. Thiocyanate, in tum, is a human metabolite of hydrogen
red in plasma
Thiocyanate levels may be determined in plasma and saliva. CO can be measu
smoking. CO
or expired breath. However, CO and thiocyanate are not markers specific to
exhaust, open
is ubiquitous in the enviromnent, coming from sources such as automobile
ced by other
ftres, and human respiration. Moreover, thiocyanate measures are influen
l differences,
factors, including individual differences in metabolic conversion, physiologica

of Health and Huma n
Benowitz, N., "Biomarkers of Cigarette Smoking," in U.S. Department
Determining Tar,
for
d
Metho
Services, Smoking and Tobacco Control, The FTC Cigarette Test
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Expert Committee, 93,
Nicotine, and Carbon Monoxide Yields of u.s. Cigarettes Report of the NCI
106 (1996).
ment Strateg ies to
McMorrow, M. & Foxx, R., "Cigarette Brand Switching: Relating Assess
the Critical Issues," Psychol. Bull. 98(1):139, 148 (1985).
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diet, and sampling and storage problems..!W

McMorrow and colleagues therefore

concluded-that it is doubtful that thiocyanate can serve as an accurate quantitative measure
of tobacco consumption..!§Y Thus, different studies have failed to obtain reproducible
results.~

A special committee of the National Research Council proposed

guidelines for the selection of biomarkers for the measurement of passive smoking..!.§!I
These are as follows. The ETS biomarker 
1.

should be unique or nearly unique for ETS so that other sources are minor
in comparison;

2.

should be easily detectable;

3.

should be emitted at similar rates for a variety of tobacco products;

4.

should have a fairly constant ratio to other ETS components of interest under
a range of environmental conditions encountered.

It is reasonable that a similar set of guidelines should apply to mainstream smoke. In this

regard, substances· such as carbon monoxide and thiocyanate that are either gas phase or .
generated from gas phase components may be ruled out because of criteria I, 3 and 4.

c.
Earlier this year, the National Institutes of Health issued Smoking and
Tobacco Control Monograph 8 - Changes in Cigarette-Related Disease and Their Implication
for Prevention and Control. The Monograph, which presents the results of three large new
epidemiological studies and additionalfollow-up datafor two older studies from the 1950's,
notes (pp. ix-x) that:

McMorrow, M. & Fon, R., "Cigarette Brand Switching: Relating Assessment Strategies to
the Critical Issues," Psychol. Bull. 98(1):139, 148 (1985).

J§l1

j§1d

[d.

Diding, N., "Machine smoking results compared to human uptake of cigarette smoke," Int'l
J. of Clinical Pharm_, Therapy and Toxicology 25(3):143 (1987).
J§l1

Nat'l Research Council, "Environmental Tobacco Smoke: Measuring Exposures And
Assessing Health Effects," at 70, Washington, D.C. (1986).
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When observations from the more contemporary studies are compared with
those from the 1950's, one important but disturbing conclusion is apparent
-- mortality n'sks among continuing smokers, both males and females, have
increased.
What effect, if any, do the findings reported in this Monograph have on the Ad Hoc
yields
Committee's conclusion that the smoking Of "cigarettes with lower machine-measured
has a small effect in reducing the risk of cancer caused by smoking"?
gs on the
The manufacturers take no position with respect to the effect of these fmdin
Ad Hoc Committee's conclusion.

The manufacturers do not claim that lower-yield

every cigarette
cigarettes are "safe" or are "safer" than higher-yield cigarettes, and
ndated health
advertisement and every cigarette package includes one of four federally-ma
or is "safer" than
warnings that are incompatible with the belief that any cigarette is "safe"
any other cigarette.
11.

Cigarette Descriptors

Is there a need for official guitkmce with respect to the terms used in
1.
marketing lower rated cigarettes? lfyes, why? If no, why not?
ce with
The manufacturers are not convinced that there is a need for official guidan
"light" or "low
respect to the terms used in marketing lower rated cigarettes. The terms
15 milligrams, while
tar" generally are used to describe cigarettes with "tar" ratings of 7 to
rams or less.
"ultra light" or ultra low tar" describes cigarettes with ratings of 6 millig
brand in order to
These'terms are usually used as a point of comparison for an established
rs understand that
distinguish among related brand styles. The manufacturers believe smoke
te value.
these descriptors are terms of comparison rather than signifiers of absolu

The

d "tar" of cigare ttes
manufacturers believe that the historical decline in average sales-weighte
relative rankin gs
purchased by consumers is indicative of the clear communication of
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could lead to
provided by the descriptors. Changes in the established use of those terms
further muddying
substantial confusion and brand-switching among consumers,
communication of relative rankings.

What data, evidence or other relevant information on consumer interpretation
2.
"light,"
aruJ understaruJing of terms such as "ultra low tar," "ultra light," "low tar,"
Do
exists?
ttes
"medium," "extra light" aruJ "ultima," as used in the context oj cigare
"light" or
consumers believe they will get significantly less tar from cigarettes described as will get
they
e
"low tar" than from regular or full flavor cigarettes, aruJ do they believ
than from
significantly less tar from cigarettes described as "ultra low tar" or "ultra light" ?
claims
"light" or "low tar" cigarettes? Do the descriptors convey implied health
cts for a
The manufacturers believe that consumers choose "light" or "ultra" produ
other flavor) taste,
variety of reasons, inclUding lighter flavor, lighter taste, less menthol (or
products for other
and smoother smoking characteristics. Some consumers may choose such
level of "safety"
reasons. The manufacturers do not intend the descriptors to. convey any
with regard to their products. In fact, the health

warning~

required on every cigarette

suggestion that any
package and in every cigarette advertisement are incompatible with the

-- -
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cigarette is "safe" or is "safer" than any other cigarette.

Do consumers use descriptors, rather than the FTC tar and nicotine ratings.
cigarette
as their primary source of information about the tar and nicotine yields ofdifferent ptors as
brands? What data or evidence examines this question? If consumers use descridoes this
their primary source ofinformation about tar and nicotine yields, what implications
have for the proposed revisions to the test method and the advenising disclosure?
3.

lower-yield
As noted in response to the last question. the reasons consumers choose
products are varied and complex.

The manufacturers are not aware of evidence that

primary source of
consumers use descriptors in lieu of the FTC numbers as their
information about the "tar" and nicotine yields of different brand styles.

